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INTRODUCTION
This thesis is divided into two main arguments: the rst is a satellite study
of a planetary atmosphere and the seond is a study of the propagation prop-
erties of photons in the atmosphere. The study of the atmosphere is made
through the analysis of satellite data. The satellites are divided into two
main groups: polar satellites and geostationary satellites. Polar satellites
have an orbit around the Earth at an altitude of about 800km, they pass
over the same site twie every 24 hours and have a eld of view that looks
at the entire globe of the Earth. Geostationary satellites orbit above a xed
point at an altitude of about 35000km, they have a temporal resolution of
the order of minutes, and they have a eld of view of a single hemisphere.
For this reason the geostationary systems are omposed of a pair of satellites
so as to over the entire globe.
In this thesis the satellite data analysis of Earth's atmosphere has the main
purpose of the site testing. We base the analysis on the study of data from
the geostationary satellite GOES12. In partiular, we desribe a new model
for a omplete study of the Earth's atmosphere. This model studies the
loud over, but for some seleted sites it inludes also some indiations on
atmospheri phenomena suh as winds, fog, dust and high humidity. It also
allows a short and long term statistial foreast of the observing onditions
of the site and a qualitative analysis of the seeing. We orrelate the loud
over data with the data from the MODIS polar satellite. This allows a
mutual assessment of the results obtained from the two satellites belonging
to the two main satellite groups. The ombined analysis of a geostationary
satellite and a polar satellite allows us to ll the respetive limits of the two
satellite groups. In the seond part we analyze the photon propagation prop-
erties in the free atmosphere: we see in detail how the photon propagation
time hanges in a medium. We also analyze the geometrial and physial
distortions of these photon paths. In partiular, we desribe a new model for
the photon delay time in the atmosphere and to derive the seeing from this
delay time utuations. Finally, we desribe the design of a new tool for the
ground layer seeing analysis.
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Part I
Remote sounding of atmospheri
layer motions
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Chapter 1
Satellite model for the loud
over study
In this hapter we desribe the main model on whih is based our work.
This model has some limitations and xed assumptions provided by the used
satellite harateristis. In the following hapters we will overome these lim-
itations with integrative models and we will give an experimental veriation
of the assumptions provided by the satellite harateristis.
Comparing the number of lear nights (loud free) available for astronom-
ial observations is a ritial task beause it should be based on homogeneous
methodologies. Current data are mainly based on dierent judgements based
on observer logbooks or on dierent instruments. In this thesis we present a
new homogeneous methodology on very dierent astronomial sites for mod-
ern optial astronomy, in order to quantify the available night time fration.
The data are extrated from night time GOES12 satellite infrared images and
ompared with ground based onditions when available. In this analysis we
introdue a wider average matrix and 3-Bands orrelation in order to redue
the noise and to distinguish between lear and stable nights. Temporal data
are used for the lassiation.
The eieny of the astronomial telesopes is ritially dependent on the
loud overage. The knowledge of the lear night time fration is then funda-
mental for the hoie of a telesope site, and, on already existing failities, its
distribution during the year, as well as long term trends, are very important
for planning the observations and the development of the instrumentation. In
the last entury the quantiation of the night time lear fration was based
mainly on spei visual inspetion of the sky onditions or on the obser-
vational logbooks of the telesopes. These methods are "internally" robust,
but they are dependent on the experiene of the observer and on the quality
of the site. In short time tests there ould be also some dependene on the
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Figure 1.1: Loation of the ve sites involved in the analysis. As seen in
the inserts the seleted sites presents very dierent topographi onditions:
La Palma is a sharp island, Mt. Graham a relatively wide plateau, Paranal,
Tolonhar and La Silla are isolated peaks over a deserti altopiano. The
position of GOES12 satellite projeted on the map.
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Moon phase. An adequate time overage is time onsuming and expensive
when applied to several, new sites. The use of the arhives of satellite images
allows, instead, to investigate simultaneously several sites in a time base of
several years. In this study night time satellite derived parameters are used
to assess the lear-usable fration from the Geostationary Operational En-
vironmental Satellite 12 (GOES12) arhive. The seleted sites are hosen in
order to test dierent limati onditions and are loated in Chile, USA and
Spain (Canary Islands), (See Fig. 1.1).
Most of them are already well known, developed sites and host large, mod-
ern telesopes. The site of Tolonhar, instead, have been studied during the
Thirty Meter Telesope (TMT) survey, but it is loated in relatively little
known area for the optial near-infrared astronomy. In this analysis we have
a double goal: to hek the reliability of our analysis method, to explore the
harateristis of new regions and to ompare them. The GOES satellite data
have been studied with the goal to study environmental onditions, but they
have been reently used also for the study of loud overage and water va-
por ontent above some astronomial sites (Erasmus & van Rooyen ([2006℄),
della Valle et al. ([2010℄) (PaperIII)). The advantage of GOES over other
satellites is to have a very stable and very high orbit, allowing the olletion
of simultaneous images of almost half of the Earth hemisphere, still with a
high resolution (4 km in the infrared (IR)). In this way site to site random
biases, due to instrument instabilities are redued. Furthermore the infrared
hannels allow the detetion of the thermal radiation emitted during the
night from dierent atmospheri layers and/or from the soil. An appropriate
hoie of the wavelength allows to hoose the optimal layer emission height
above the site. If it ours well above the soil surfae, the signal beomes
independent of the spei soil properties and of low level onditions. Phe-
nomena ourring below the seleted site (fog, low louds...) are also avoided.
In some sites, for example at La Palma, this aspet is of ruial importane.
The hannels used in our analysis have been seleted with the above dis-
ussed riteria and are summarized in Table 1.1. In a previous paper (Paper
III) we studied the lear sky fration at La Palma and Mt.Graham, from
ground and satellite, using an approah similar to Erasmus & van Rooyen
([2006℄), but we have used diret GOES12 satellite brightness temperature
measurements. In this thesis the desriptions of the adopted denitions used
to lassify the nights are reported in Setions 4.3 and 4.4.
The new adopted method is validated using the database of La Palma and
Paranal and, after the positive results, it is applied to the other sites under
investigation.
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Table 1.1: GOES12 bands and resolution at
Nadir.
Window Passband Resolution
[µm] [km℄
BAND1 Visible 0, 55÷ 0.75 4
BAND2 Mirowaves 3.80÷ 4, 00 4
BAND3 H2O 6, 50÷ 7.00 4
BAND4 IR 10, 20÷ 11.20 4
BAND6 CO2 13.30 8
1.1 The used database
In this analysis we have used several sets of data olleted from ground and
satellite failities partially available via web and partially obtained thanks
to the ourtesy of the observatory sta. The validation of satellite data are
also performed via orrelations among ground based and satellite data. In
this thesis we have sampled the years 2007 and 2008. Table 1.2 shows the
harateristis of the used databases.
1.1.1 Ground based data
Dierenes at La Palma mirolimate have been disussed in the papers
(Lombardi et al. ([2006℄) (hereafter Paper I), Lombardi et al. ([2007℄) (here-
after Paper II), and della Valle et al.([2010℄) (Paper III)). Paper I shows a
omplete analysis of the vertial temperature gradients and their orrelation
with the astronomial seeing, Paper II shows an analysis of the orrelation
between wind and astronomial parameters as well as the overall long term
weather onditions at La Palma. A statistial fration of lear nights from
satellite has been derived in Paper III using a basi approah to test the
ability of the satellite to selet lear nights. In order to have a referene for
a lassiation of the nights at La Palma we used three dierent soures:
the logbooks obtained from TNG (Telesopio Nazionale Galileo) and from
the Liverpool telesope, and the data from the TNG meteorologial station.
The logbooks have been used merging the information, lling the gaps and
heking the omments in ase of ontraditory lassiations. The data from
TNG meteorologial station have been used to understand the status of am-
biguous or unlassied nights in terms of humidity or wind speed limits. In
general the agreement was good, but in winter time all the three soures were
often needed in order to have a realisti view of the night weather evolution.
The study of the telesope logbooks at Paranal was not needed beause the
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night status data are obtained from the web pages of the ESO (European
Southern Observatory) Observatories Ambient Conditions Database
1
. They
are very detailed pages ontaining the hourly humidity, temperature, atmo-
spheri pressure, diretion and wind speed. In addition there are measures of
seeing through the DIMM (Dierential Image Motion Monitor) and measures
of the ux of a referene star. In partiular the ux an trae the presene
of louds. The same website is also available for La Silla, but unfortunately
in this ase the web page is less detailed and often the data are missing. La
Silla database is used as a further hek. Both the sites of La Palma and
Paranal are used to test and validate the new model applied in this thesis.
1.1.2 Satellite based data
In these last deades the site testing have been onduted adding to the tra-
ditional meteorologial instruments the use of the satellite data. Satellite
arhives ontain several parameters useful for astronomial observations, al-
lowing to ompare dierent sites in a suitable way. Varela et al. ([2008℄) give
an exhaustive presentation of the satellites used for site testing. In our anal-
ysis we have hosen among the other available satellites the GOES satellite
beause it detets the IR night time emitted radiation. A detailed disussion
is presented in Se. 1.1.2. GOES is an Amerian geosynhronous weather
failities of the National Oeani and Atmospheri Administration (NOAA),
and it is able to observe the full Earth disk. It is designed to detet surfae
temperature and the loud over, in addition to other important meteorolog-
ial parameters. GOES12 have on board an imager overing ve wavelength
hannels, one in the visible bands and four in the infrared bands (see Table
1.1). The maximum temporal resolution of the full Earth-disk sans is 41 sec
that is a very high temporal sampling. Moreover GOES have also a high spa-
tial resolution. It should be notied that GOES12 observed La Palma area
at 64◦10′ from Nadir, near the edge of the eld of view (Table 1.3).
Advantages of GOES12 Satellite
We preferred to use GOES among the other satellite for several reasons that
are explained below:
• Beause it is possible to observe, with a single image, several sites
simultaneously.
• Beause, thanks to the very high orbit (35800km), the satellite is ex-
tremely stable and not aeted by phenomena of high exosphere.
1
See http://arhive.eso.org/asm/ambient-server
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Table 1.2: Total amount of onseutive
nights overed by eah databases.
Site Ground Data Satellite Data
Paranal 730 700
La Silla 730 700
La Palma 730 700
Mt.Graham 700
Tolonhar 700
• Beause, thanks to this set-up, it is possible to have the same instru-
mental onguration for eah site and to ompare them in a suitable
way.
• Beause GOES12 data have a high temporal resolution (41 se as max-
imum value) and the omplete day overage.
• Beause GOES12 observe the site at any time of the day. Instead polar
satellites are bound to individual orbits. This allows to use an hourly
analysis instead of a daily average of atmospheri onditions.
• Beause GOES12 data have a high spatial resolution (1 km for visual
to 4 km in IR bands).
• Beause GOES12 provides ve simultaneous images, one for eah band,
and it is the only satellite with the CO2 band (13, 30µm) very useful
for the analysis of lower atmosphere phenomena.
• Beause GOES12 have a long term database, useful for long time anal-
ysis.
• Beause presents the same deterioration of images due to the inevitable
degrade of the satellite. As a onsequene the omparison between
dierent sites is not inuened by the use of dierent instruments or
dierent images.
1.2 Satellite data aquisition
For the purposes of this work, we used GOES12 equipped with the imager.
Among the 5 available hannels, as shown in Table 1.1, we have seleted
the water vapor hannel (hannel 3, hereafter alled B3 band) entered at
6.7 µm, the loud overage hannel (hannel 4, hereafter alled B4 band)
13
entered at 10.7 µm, and the CO2 band (hannel 6, hereafter alled B6
band) entered at 13.3 µm. B3 band is sensitive between 6.5 − 7.0 µm and
is able to detet high altitude irrus louds, B4 band is sensitive between
10.2 − 11.2 µm and is able to detet middle level louds, while B6 band is
able to sense small partile suh as fog, ash and semi-transparent high louds.
Data are a measurements of thermal radiation emitted during the night. The
seletion of the IR hannels was done in order to detet louds at dierent
heights, beause water vapor absorbs eletromagneti radiation and then re-
emits it in various wavelength bands, in partiular in the infrared region at
6 − 7 µm. If louds are not present, the emissions at 10.7 µm reahing the
satellite is largely not absorbed by the atmosphere so the measured radiane
values are due to emission from surfae. Instead when louds are present, the
emissivity drops. Data are prepared by the Comprehensive Large Array-data
Stewardship System (CLASS), an eletroni library of NOAA environmental
data
2
, and are stored as retied full earth disk images in a format alled
AREA les. We proessed them using MIDAS-V Version 1.0beta4, a free
ware software pakage. First we extrated the GOES data on the telesope
sites.
Table 1.3 shows the geographi oordinates of the analysed sites. For eah
site we have identied and extrated a sub-image of 1◦×1◦ having the entral
pixel entered on (or near) the oordinates given in Table 1.3.
Due to the disrete grid of the available GOES data the distanes from the
entral pixel for eah site are: 5′± 1′ at Paranal, 6′± 1′ at La Silla, 5′± 1′ at
La Palma, 3′ ± 1′ at Mt. Graham and 4′ ± 1′ at Tolonhar. These distanes
are very small ompared to the used matrix.
For eah night we have extrated the observations at three dierent hours:
at 02:45, 05:45, 8:45 beause they are the loal times in ommon for all
sites under investigation available from GOES12 satellite. In ase of not
availability of the spei images, the nearest temporal image was used. The
last olumn of Table 1.3 shows the satellite view angle. Figure 2.1 shows the
two dierent projetions obtained from eah aquisition at La Palma and
Tolonhar.
In Paper III the analysis of the amount of lear sky fration at La Palma
and Mt.Graham was based following the same approah of Erasmus & van
Rooyen ([2006℄). We have used the B3 and B4 bands separately to sense
thik louds, but the old proedure presented some limits in ase of partial
overage or thin louds. In this thesis we rene the analysis using a new
and more sophistiated hannel orrelation analysis in order to detet more
subtle eets due to atmospheri perturbations, inluding sudden hanges
2
www.lass.ngd.noaa.gov
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Table 1.3: Geographi harateristis of the
analyzed sites and GOES12 satellite. The
view angle is obtained through the formula
θ =
√
(∆LAT )2 + (∆LONG)2.
site LAT. LONG. Altitude View Angle
Km
Paranal −24◦37′ −70◦24′ 2.630 25◦00′
La Silla −29◦15′ −70◦43′ 2.347 29◦30′
La Palma +28◦45′ −17◦52′ 2.363 64◦10′
Mt.Graham +32◦42′ −109◦52′ 3.267 47◦40′
Tolonhar −23◦56′ −67◦58′ 4.480 24◦50′
GOES12 +0◦00′ −75◦00′ 35800
in air masses, whih imply hanges in seeing, wind and relative humidity.
We also inluded in the analysis the B6 band, see Setion 3.3. We believe
that these previous limits are overame by orrelating B4 with B3 and B6
bands. Another dierene in this new analysis is that the ux is averaged on
an area of 1◦ × 1◦ instead the 1 pixel value obtaining signiant derease of
the instrumental noise. A omparison of the two proedures is desribed in
the following setion. This matrix analysis is validated using the GOES 12
data of La Palma and Tolonhar beause the two sites show very dierent
geophysial onditions and dierent satellite angle of view. After the positive
validation we deided to extend the same analysis to Paranal, La Silla, and
Mt.Graham.
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Chapter 2
Resolution orrelation matrix
In this hapter we show the harateristis of the matrix used in the model
and its advantages. The use of a matrix and onsequently the large eld of
view does not imply a limitation in the spatial resolution. We show that for
the astronomial study of the sites the use of matrix is not a limitation but
it gives more information about atmospheri onditions. The use of a large
eld of view is also justied by the observation altitude of the satellite. In
setion 3.1 we analyze in detail this harateristi of the satellite observation
bands. Finally, we were among the rst to use a matrix 1◦ × 1◦ for astro-
nomial site testing (see Cavazzani et al. ([2010℄)). At present the use of a
large eld of view is adopted by major data arhives for the testing site.
The histograms of Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show the orrelation between the ma-
trix 1◦ × 1◦ vs the single pixel at La Palma and Tolonhar in the year 2008
for B4 band. Setion 4.1 desribes the seleted threshold used in this lassi-
ation.
The grey bar of eah histogram represents the data with absolute value≤ |1σ|
level, blak bars show data > |1σ| level. Moreover the histogram represents
the distribution of the B4 band in altitude. The peak of the histogram orre-
sponds to about 4000m at La Palma, and greater than 4000m at Tolonhar,
see Setion 3.1.
The altitude was extrapolated from the B4 weighting funtion of GOES12
satellite. The peaks of these funtions at high altitude and the use of matrix
make the model suitable and sensitive for the study of atmospheri layers
above the telesope sites. In partiular, louds below the level of the ob-
serving site do not aet the model as demonstrated by the high orrelation
perentage.
In fat the 92% of data at La Palma are within |1σ| level, the 96% at Tolon-
har. The inset plots of the Figures 2.2 and 2.3 represent the orrelation
of B4 ux omputed as a mean value in a 1◦ × 1◦ matrix (blak line), and
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of one image matrix at La Palma and Tolonhar.
The deformation is due to the satellite observation angle.
B4 ux obtained in a single pixel (grey line) for Marh 2008 at Tolonhar
and February 2008 at La Palma. February is hosen as a typial perturbed
month beause of the wide ount utuations. In eah ase we see that the
mean matrix and 1 pixel values show a similar pattern, this means that we
are looking at a high altitude ompared to the height site. For the gures
we have hosen ritial months to show that the orrelation is good for any
atmospheri ondition and then of the season.
We deide to use the matrix, instead the 1 pixel value, beause the average
of the ux gives more stable information reduing the utuations due to
instrumental noise. A further advantage in the use of matrix is that we are
looking at a wider eld of view than in the one-pixel analysis.
We are ondent that thanks to the high orrelation we obtain statistial
reliable data. As shown, the histogram is orrelated with the altitude of the
site, through the omparison between the matrix and the single pixel we an
also extrat information on the site analyzed.
La Palma histogram learly shows an asymmetri distribution showing that
perturbations are mainly due to low altitude. A hek we done to onrm
this point extrating the log omments of data loated on the low side of the
histogram queue. We found that the majority of the omments are "freezing
fog" and data are from winter time.
At Tolonhar the distribution is symmetri and with an almost negligible
queue.
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Figure 2.2: Correlation between the Matrix 1◦ × 1◦ vs the single pixel. At
La Palma in 2008 the histogram shows a orrelation of 92%. The gray bars
represent the data within the threshold ≤ |1σ|, while blak bars are the data
with dierene > |1σ|. The upper panel represents a pattern of 1◦×1◦ matrix
(blak line) and the single pixel (gray line) in B4 band for a single month.
The altitude orresponding to the peak of the histogram orresponds to about
4000m as indiated by the B4 weighting funtion of GOES12 satellite (Bin=
250m). We note that the main dierenes arise from low-altitude phenomena.
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Figure 2.3: Correlation between the Matrix 1◦ × 1◦ vs the single pixel. At
Tolonhar in 2008 the histogram shows a orrelation of 96%. The gray bars
represent the data within the threshold ≤ |1σ|, while blak bars the data
with dierene > |1σ| (Bin= 250m). The upper panel represents a pattern
of 1◦ × 1◦ matrix (blak line) and the single pixel (gray line) in B4 band for
a single month.
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2.1 Intrinsi inrease of the spatial-time reso-
lution with the matrix use
In this analysis we used for eah site a 1◦ × 1◦ matrix, whih orresponds
to a linear projetion of about 100 km. We have shown in Cavazzani et al.
([2010℄) that the trend of the mean matrix value is losely orrelated with
the trend of the single pixel value, with a orrelation oeient of > 95% for
satellite angles of view < 60◦. The use of the matrix mean value drastially
redues the noise of the images. Figure 2.4 shows that a single pixel (in
the small retangle), 4Km × 4Km wide, does not over a suiently wide
sky area above the site beause it orresponds to a small geometri eld of
view as seen from the ground. In fat, the B4 weighting funtion, obtained
using the alibration page
1
, observes an atmospheri layer at an altitude of
about 4000m (see Table 9.2). We emphasize that the B4 band is not able
to detet louds below this altitude, beause its weighting funtion reahes
its maximum eieny at 4 Km, and drops just below this altitude. Clouds
below this limit do not diretly aet the measurements in this band. This
implies that our statistis math more losely on upper limit. The use of
the matrix allows to observe the entire sky above the site. In addition, if we
have louds in motion, as in the ase of partial loud overage, the use of the
matrix allows us to observe them.
Furthermore, the use of the single pixel, does not show the temporal loud
evolution giving instantaneous lear time instead of mixed or loudy time.
Figure 2.5 shows the evolution of a partially overed night at Izan˜a taken on
February 7 2008.
We see ve images of the island in the B4 band taken at 20:45-23:45-2:45-
5:45-8:45 (Loal Time). The frame of 20:45 shows Izan˜a ompletely loud
free. The seond image shows a thik loud (dashed line) that enters in the
matrix eld of view moving in the diretion of the arrow. The frame taken at
2:45 shows the movement of this loud. We have estimated the displaement
of the loud to be about 100 km. It omes on top of the analysed site in the
next three hours. With a simple alulation we estimated the veloity of this
loud of about 30km/h.
In onlusion, the use of the matrix ombined with the analysis of 5 images
for eah night gives us a good time resolution. The matrix allows an intrinsi
inrease of the spatial-time resolution: the matrix observes the temporal
evolution of the entire sky above the site. Suh temporal resolution and
overage an not, therefore, be reahed by the models based on analysis of
single pixel and the single image for eah night.
1
http://imss.sse.wis.edu/
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Figure 2.4: Single pixel (small retangle 4Km × 4Km) vs. matrix (wide
retangle 100Km × 100Km) overage omparison at Izan˜a. The length of
the island is approximately 84km. Figure shows that the use of the single
pixel is not suient in the ase of a partially overed sky to dene the
properties of the night.
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Figure 2.5: Clouds time evolution of a partially overed night (the dotted
line represents a moving loud) at Izan˜a.
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Chapter 3
Remote sounding basi model
The mathematial model used in this analysis is here explained. The emitted
monohromati radiation intensity at a given λ and along a vertial path at
the top of the atmosphere, inident at a satellite instrument is given by:
Rλ = (I0)λτλ(z0) +
∫
∞
z0
BλT (z)Kλ(z)dz (3.1)
where:
• Kλ(z) = dτλ(z)dz ⇒ Weighting Funtion (WF)
• BλT (z) ⇒ Plank funtion prole as funtion of vertial temperature
prole T
• (I0)λ ⇒ Emission from the earth surfae at height z0
• τλ(z)⇒ Vertial transmittane from height z to spae
This equation may also be extended to represent radiation emitted along
a slant (non-vertial) path making the approximation of a plane-parallel at-
mosphere.
For a viewing path through the atmosphere at angle θ to the vertial, we
have:
τλ(z, θ) = e
−secθ
∫
∞
z κλ(z)c(z)ρ(z)dz
(3.2)
where:
• ρ(z)⇒ Vertial Proles of Atmospheri Density
• κλ(z)⇒ Absorption Coeient
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• c(z)⇒ Absorbing Gas Mixing Ratio
Changing from the notation of a ontinuous proles, as in equation (3.1),
to disrete prole, and onsidering the atmosphere as a omposition of many
thin layers, the orresponding equation beomes:
Ri = (I0)iτi(z0) +
j−1∑
j=1
BijKij (3.3)
Making substitutions as below:
1. Bj ⇒ I0
2. Kij ⇒ τi(z0)
Hene equation is given by
Ri =
j∑
j=1
BjKij (3.4)
Representing the radiane in all hannels and the Plank funtion prole
by vetors we have:
~R = ~B · ~K (3.5)
where
~K is a matrix ontaining the disrete weighting funtion elements
i × j. Assuming the problem to be linear (i.e. ~K is ~B independent) the
formula to nd out the
~B funtion an be inverted.
The weighting funtion (WF) speies the layer from whih the radiation
emitted to spae originates, and hene it determines the region of the at-
mosphere whih an be sensed from spae at xed λ. In suh a way many
atmospheri layers an be observed by seleting dierent λ values.
If a standard atmosphere is assumed, the two used WFs of the GOES satellite
have the following median height values
1
:
• BAND3: Kλ3(z) = dτλ3 (z)dz ⇒≈ 8000m
• BAND4: Kλ4(z) = dτλ4 (z)dz ⇒≈ 4000m
1
See http://imss.sse.wis.edu/
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These heights depend on the loation of the seleted earth region. For
instane, if we have a site at an altitude ≥ 4000m, B3 height is supposed
to be fairly onstant while B4 height are higher. In any ase experimental
observations onrm that GOES12 B3-B4 bands looks at high layers as re-
gard to soil. In Setion 3.2 we desribe a new model for the experimental
onrmation of the two WFs harateristis.
We now nd an analytial expression for the weighting funtions, as we will
see in the following. We onsider the absorption oeient:
κλ(z) = κλ(0) · n(z)
where n(z) is the number density prole. It dereases exponentially with
altitude as shown by the formula:
n(z) = n(0) · e− zA
where A is the sale height and it has a typial value of about 7Km.
Finally, onsidering the expression of vertial transmittane from height z to
spae:
τλ(z) = e
−κλ(z)·A
the WF expression beomes:
Kλ(z) =
dτλ(z)
dz
= κλ(z) · e−κλ(z)·A (3.6)
This funtion has its maximum and therefore its observation peak when:
κλ(zMax) · A = 1
and this orresponds to the altitude given by the formula:
zMax = H · ln [κλ(0) · A] (3.7)
Figure 3.1 shows examples of WF. We an see how the hange of these
funtions allows us to observe at all altitudes. In fat, we have the best
sensitivity where the funtion present its peak. The atmosphere beomes
transparent to the satellite at altitudes far from it.
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Figure 3.1: Figure shows some examples of WFs. We an see how the hange
of these funtions allows us to observe at all altitudes. In fat, we have
the best sensitivity where the funtion present its peak. The atmosphere
beomes transparent to the satellite at altitudes far from it.
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3.1 The weighting funtions of GOES12
The weighting funtion (WF) speies the layer from whih the radiation
emitted to spae originates, and hene it determines the region of the atmo-
sphere whih an be sensed from spae at xed λ.
In suh a way many atmospheri layers an be observed by seleting dierent
λ values.
If a standard atmosphere is assumed GOES12WFs have the following median
height values
2
:
• BAND3: Kλ3(z) = dτλ3 (z)dz ⇒≈ 8000m
• BAND4: Kλ4(z) = dτλ4 (z)dz ⇒≈ 4000m
• BAND6: Kλ6(z) = dτλ6 (z)dz ⇒≈ 3000m
These heights depend on the loation of the seleted earth region. For
instane Tolonhar B3 height is supposed to be fairly onstant while B4
and B6 heights are higher beause the site is 4480m height. In any ase
experimental observations onrm that GOES12 B3-B4-B6 bands looks at
high layers as regard to soil.
We have seen that the matrix allows an intrinsi inrease of the spatial-
time resolution: the matrix observes the temporal evolution of the entire sky
above the site. Suh temporal resolution and overage an not, therefore, be
reahed by the models based on analysis of single pixel and the single image
for eah night.
3.2 WF Day-Night
In this Setion we show how to hange the image deteted by the satellite
during the day ompared to night. This ours due to an intrinsi hange of
the WF. In Equation 3.1 we have seen that the WF depends on the temper-
ature gradient, it hanges between day and night due to the physis of the
atmosphere. Figure 3.5 shows the dierene of these temperature proles.
During the day, the WF observes almost down to the ground while during
the night it observes to high atmospheri layers. Figure 3.3 shows in the top
panel the topography of the Mt. Graham site. The bottom panel shows two
3D reonstrutions of the matrix observed by satellite. We an see that dur-
ing the day (14:45 loal time, GOES B4) the satellite is able to reonstrut
2
See http://imss.sse.wis.edu/
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Figure 3.2: Figure shows the topography of the site of Mt Graham. We
an see the dierene in sale between the matrix and the single pixel. We
an also notie the dierent altitudes of observation due to the GOES Wfs.
Finally we an see how the phenomena below the altitude of the observatory
are not deteted. The matrix projeted to altitude of the WF allows the
observation of the entire sky above the site. Single pixel (small retangle
4Km× 4Km) vs. matrix (wide retangle 100Km× 100Km) overage om-
parison at Mt.Graham. Figure shows that the use of the single pixel is not
suient in the ase of a partially overed sky to dene the properties of the
night.
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the topography of the site and during the night (2:45 loal time, GOES B4),
however, it observes an homogeneous layer at high altitude. To highlight this
result Figure 3.4 shows the two setions in longitude (top panel) and latitude
(botton panel) of that image. Considering that Mt Graham is high about
3200m we an see how the B4 and B3 observed at high altitudes during the
night. This is an experimental veriation of the values provided for the
GOES WFs and a further veriation to justify the use of a large matrix.
3.3 The analysis of the infrared B3-B4-B6 GOES12
bands
A loud over analysis is possible by mean of Remote Sounding (RS) appli-
ation to B3, B4 and B6: in the urrent models based mainly on B4 analysis
only. This band fairly mathes thik loud observation, but it presents some
limits in ase of thin louds or minor atmospheri events. These limits are
mostly overome by orrelating this band with B3 and B6. Ground vs satel-
lite data show that B3 is apable of deteting atmospheri events suh as
winds or relevant air displaements. Moreover dierent air mass hanges
(e.g. dry, wet, warm or old wind) is detetable by omparing B4 to B3.
Finally a orrelation between B6 and B4 allows to gather information about
fogs, dusts, thin louds. In suh a way remote sounding model applied to
GOES12 bands provides the following atmospheri sheme:
• B3-B4 orrelation: high atmospheri events and in partiular air mass
displaements.
• B4-B6 orrelation: low atmospheri events, and in partiular fogs,
dusts, humidity.
On this base we an provide a sort of atmospheri tomography by satellite
data extrapolation. Figure 3.6 shows the distribution of GOES12 emissivity
in the three bands at Paranal (upper panel) and the distribution of orrelation
funtion FC.A.(t) (bottom left panel) for the month of September 2008. The
orresponding atmospheri orrelation funtion it is also shown in the right
side of the panel. For eah month we have obtained these distributions.
3.4 Atmospheri Correlation Funtion
As written in the previous setions the FC.A.(t) orrelation funtion used in
this analysis is based on three band orrelation. Considering GOES 12 WFs
the best Remote Sounding is:
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Figure 3.3: Figure shows (top panel) the topographial features of the site
of Mt Graham (2◦ × 2◦). The bottom panel shows two 3D reonstrutions
of the matrix (2◦ × 2◦): the top matrix represents a noturnal image (2:45
loal time) while the bottom matrix a daytime image (14:45 loal time). we
an see the dierenes between the two images: the noturnal image has a
more at trend and remains at a high altitude (we do not distinguish the
topography of the site), instead we an see to the ground in the daytime
image (we distinguish the overturned prole of the mountains).
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Figure 3.4: Figure shows the front (longitude) and side (latitude) geometri
setions of three matries. The bottom prole is a daytime piture of the
band 4 (14:45 loal time), the entral prole represents a night-time piture
of the band 4 (2:45 loal time) and top prole is a night-time piture of the
band 3 (2:45 loal time). Top panel (longitude setion) shows the prole of
the various mountains that are present on the observed area: in partiular
the mountain on the left is Mt. Graham (about 3200m). We note that the
prole of the band 4 during the night is at an altitude of about 4000m and
the prole of the band 3 during the night is at an altitude of about 8000m.
Bottom panel (latitude setion) onrms these results.
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Figure 3.5: Figure shows the dierenes between the night-day temperature
prole in the atmospheri boundary layer. We an understand that if a WF
is alibrated to reah the ground during the day, we would need a dierent
funtion during the night. This is due to the large dierene between the
two proles shown and this dierene dereases with inreasing altitude (z).
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Figure 3.6: GOES 12 emissivity in B3, B4, B6 bands (upper panel) at Paranal
for September 2008. Left panel shows the orrelation funtion (the blak
straight line represents the FC.A.(t) trendline). The orresponding atmo-
spheri stability histogram is shown in the right lower panel.
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Figure 3.7: Histogram of annual atmospheri stability at Paranal. White
bars represent the stable nights, gray bars lear but unstable nights, blak
bars the nights overed.
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Figure 3.8: Histogram of annual atmospheri stability at La Silla. White
bars represent the stable nights, gray bars lear nights but unstable, blak
bars the nights overed.
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Figure 3.9: Histogram of annual atmospheri stability at La Palma. White
bars represent the stable nights, gray bars lear nights but unstable, blak
bars the nights overed. We note that La Palma instability (blak bars) is
due mainly to low-altitude phenomena suh as fog, dust, et. as onrmed
by log omments.
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Figure 3.10: Histogram of annual atmospheri stability at Mt.Graham.
White bars represent the stable nights, gray bars lear nights but unstable,
blak bars the nights overed.
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Figure 3.11: Histogram of annual atmospheri stability at Tolonhar. White
bars represent the stable nights, gray bars lear nights but unstable, blak
bars the nights overed.
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IC.A. = Iλ3 − [Iλ6 − Iλ4 ] (3.8)
This model takes into aount auto-orretions of atmosphere: for in-
stane if two high layers have a positive osillation and lower layers has
an equal magnitude osillation, but negative, the FC.A.(t) remains onstant.
From the physial point of view this means that the orresponding wave front
observed from earth will be automatially orreted and an event is never
been observed, as high atmosphere osillations provoked by the B3-B4 or-
relation are always greater than those provoked by the B4-B6 orrelation.
B4-B6 osillations an only partially orret the wave front.
In mathematial terms this model provides a brightness temperature of the
B3, B4 and B6 ombination, given by equation:
IC.A. =
Rλ3 +Rλ4 − Rλ6
τ(z0)
+
−
∫
∞
z0
Bλ3 [T (z)]Kλ3 +Bλ4 [T (z)]Kλ4 − Bλ6 [T (z)]Kλ6dz
τ(z0)
(3.9)
FC.A.(t) an be extrapolated by relating T brightness to time. This fun-
tion will provide information about atmospheri quality of the surveyed site
and the height of the perturbation that is a funtion of the T brightness. We
show in Setion 3.6 that this funtion is related to the seeing.
Subsequently the air mass displaements (dynamial atmospheri instabil-
ity) an be ranked aording to their altitude and then to the kineti energy.
Figure 3.6 will represent a pattern of B3, B4 and B6 at Paranal. The bottom
of Figure 3.6 shows the orrelation funtion extrapolated through the RS
and the respetive histogram of atmospheri stability. This histogram also
gives us information on the share that generates the disturbane. We note
that the at distribution of the B4 and B6 show no loud over, unlike that
of B3, whih has strong osillations. Assuming a standard atmosphere for
this band observed at a height of ≈ 8000m, we infer that the phenomena
are of high altitude. Observations from the ground onrm the presene of
strong winds and a worsening of the seeing. Figures 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11
depit the histogram of annual atmospheri stability. White bars represent
the stable nights, gray bars lear nights but unstable, blak bars the nights
overed (see Setion 4.4 for denitions). The thresholds were obtained solely
from analysis of satellite data. Histograms were derived from the orrelation
funtion, so they an give information on the ontribution of atmospheri
phenomenon in question.
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3.5 Satellite atmospheri tomography
The atmospheri stability is derived from the atmospheri orrelation fun-
tion. This funtion, extrapolated from the RS of B3, B4 and B6 bands,
is orrelated to the integrated strutural parameter of the refration index
(C2n) and than to the optial turbulene. In fat, as shown belove, the RS
of the B3, B4 and B6 bands is funtion of the hanges in temperature at
various altitudes. Atmospheri stability an be estimated by involving the
model depited below. Let's onsider brightness temperature proessed using
MIDAS-V pakage. From a theoretial point of view the brighter a GOES12
image pixel the hotter the observed layer (i.e. lower layer).
Emitted radiation intensities at dierent satellite observation λ are then:
Rλ3 = (I0)λ3τλ3(z0) +
∫
∞
z0
Bλ3T (z)Kλ3(z)dz
Rλ4 = (I0)λ4τλ4(z0) +
∫
∞
z0
Bλ4T (z)Kλ4(z)dz
Rλ6 = (I0)λ6τλ6(z0) +
∫
∞
z0
Bλ6T (z)Kλ6(z)dz
These equations provide informations about layer height and tempera-
ture. Plotting these data as funtion of time an atmospheri instability
funtion an be extrapolated.
3.6 Correspondene between the seeing and the
atmospheri orrelation funtion
In this setion we detet a possible orrelation between the seeing obtained
from the web page of the Roboti Dierential Image Motion Monitor (known
as RoboDIMM
3
) of Isaa Newton Telesope (INT) and the atmospheri or-
relation funtion FC.A.(t) omputed for the la Palma sky to test a possible
orrelation with the image quality.
This RoboDIMM, like all lassial DIMMs, relies on the method of dier-
ential image motion of telesope sub-apertures to alulate the seeing Fried
parameter r0. RoboDIMM forms four separated images of the same star,
3
See http://atserver.ing.ia.es/robodimm/
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and measures image motion in two orthogonal diretions from whih it de-
rives four simultaneous and independent estimates of the seeing. The data
intepretation makes use of the Sarazin and Roddier's DIMM algorithm as de-
sribed in (Sarazin & Roddier ([1990℄)), based on the Kolmogorov theory of
atmospheri turbulene in the free atmosphere. There is the possibility that
some DIMMs, inluding the RoboDIMM may have a lower limit threshold
in the measurement of the seeing, due to noise, but in our sample (Figures
3.12, 3.13 and 3.14) the seeing values do not have values signiantly below
1arcsec. Moreover in this thesis we do not intend to give an absolute ali-
bration but only a orrelation analysis of these two funtions.
In fat the solid gray line represents the FC.A.(t) trend. The disontinuous
blak line represents the available seeing values. We note that the seeing is
worse if the FC.A.(t) > |1σ| as referred in Setion 4.4. A dediated site testing
an learly improve urrent models, providing information about fundamen-
tal parameters. In a future work we are planning, after an aurate set up
of the ING's RoboDIMM (Isaa Newton Group of Telesopes), to orrelate
the values of seeing with the values of FC.A.(t).
We speify that this is still a preliminary work. In the hapter 8 we analyze
in detail this relationship, and we desribe a model for the satellite seeing
alulation.
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Figure 3.12: Atmospheri Correlation Funtion-FWHM Correspondene. La
Palma, July 2008. The solid gray line represents FC.A.(t) trend. The dison-
tinuous blak line represents the available seeing values. The blak straight
line represents the FC.A.(t) trendline. We note that the worse seeing o-
urs when the MAX and min values of the FC.A.(t) orrespond (Correlation
Coeient= 0.92).
Figure 3.13: Atmosferi Correlation Funtion-FWHM Correspondene. La
Palma, August 2008. The solid gray line represents FC.A.(t) trend. The
disontinuous blak line represents the available seeing values. The blak
straight line represents the FC.A.(t) trendline. We note that the worse seeing
ours when theMAX andmin values of the FC.A.(t) orrespond (Correlation
Coeient= 0.91).
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Figure 3.14: Atmosferi Correlation Funtion-FWHM Correspondene. La
Palma, September 2008. The solid gray line represents FC.A.(t) trend. The
disontinuous blak line represents the available seeing values. The blak
straight line represents the FC.A.(t) trendline. We note that the worse seeing
ours when theMAX andmin values of the FC.A.(t) orrespond (Correlation
Coeient= 0.88).
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Figure 3.15: Temporal distribution of GOES12 B4 and B6 band emissivity
at Paranal in 2008. Sky quality lassiation has been arried out using the
Paranal log.
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Figure 3.16: Temporal distribution of GOES12 B4 and B6 band emissivity
at La Palma in 2008. Sky quality lassiation has been arried out using
the merge of TNG and Liverpool ground based data.
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Figure 3.17: Daily distribution of GOES12 B3 and B4 band emissivity at
La Palma in 2008. Sky quality lassiation has been arried out using the
TNG log.
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Chapter 4
Temporal data analysis
The ground-satellite orrelation model used in this artile is based on a tem-
poral data orrespondene of ≈ 3 values for eah night. We have in fat
multiple values for eah night (≈ 3) and this gives us the opportunity to do
a detailed analysis of various onditions. We have also a larger number of
data and this, from a statistial point of view, allows to validate the model.
Figure 3.15 and 3.16 shown the plots of the obtained temporal emissivity of
B4 band vs B6 for the 2008 at Paranal and at La Palma. The nights are
lassied as a funtion of the sky quality obtained from the observing log of
eah analysed site. It appears that lear nights present high values of emis-
sivity.
Moreover Fig. 3.16 shows a lower dispersion and a better separation of lear
nights if ompared with Fig. 3.17 onrming one more the better quality
of the adopted method. From Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 3.16 we an dene as lear
all the nights having B4 ≥ 13000 Units at Paranal, while at La Palma we
an dene as lear all the nights having B4 ≥ 13900 Units. Table 4.1 shows
the obtained perentage of lear, mixed and overed nights at Paranal and at
La Palma in the year 2008 from a temporal puntual analysis. As in Paper
III, we have found that the frations of lear time based on satellite data are
greater than those of lear nights using ground based data. The dierenes
seem higher than the biases of single logbooks. In fat the amount of nights
omputed using the dierent adopted logbooks gives a similar perentage
with dierenes around 2% (omputed in the same period, 2008-2009) when
a areful and homogeneous analysis is performed.
The obtained perentages are in reasonable agreement with the results re-
ported in Garia-Gil et al. ([2010℄).
We an onlude that the nights lassiation is more dependent on the
adopted methodology and auray rather than on biases in the adopted
logbooks. The dierenes an be better explained onsidering that some
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loal eets ould be ignored by satellites. In addition, we note that onsid-
ering the fration of lear time fration from satellite data vs. that of lear
nights from ground data, the rst fration is obviously higher.
However we don't expet a large disrepany as we demonstrated in Paper III
where we found that the fration of partially used nights is very small. It is
interesting to note that we found an amount of satellite lear nights lose to
that obtained in Paper III even if we have used dierent bands: we obtained
71.9% of lear nights in Paper III, obtained analysing B3 vs B4 bands, and
71% of lear nights in the present analysis obtained plotting B4 vs B6 bands,
but the thresholds are xed onsidering only B4 (see Setion 4.3).
The last row of Table 4.1 shows the perentage of auray to assoiate to
eah obtained fration of nights. The unertainty is omputed as follows:
• ∆Clear/Mixed ⇒ Clear/Mixed Unertainty
• ∆Clear/Covered ⇒ Clear/Covered Unertainty
• ∆Mixed/Covered ⇒ Mixed/Covered Unertainty
We note that the largest satellite unertainty derives from the overlap of
lear and mixed nights, while the satellite is aurate in other ases. It is
interesting the omparison between the temporal and daily methods.
Figure 3.17 represents daily distribution of GOES12 B3 and B4 band emissiv-
ity at La Palma in 2008. We note how the graph is more dispersed ompared
to the graph of Figure 3.16. This is due to the greater auray of the tem-
poral method and the use of dierent bands: B3 and B6 respetively. In fat
the B6 trend is more regular.
Table 4.2 shows the omparison between temporal and daily data analysis.
We an observe how the temporal method unertainties are smaller than
the daily method unertainties. In this ase we hose annual thresholds and
onsidered the mathematial error, the method provides the greatest ad-
vantages hoosing monthly thresholds and onsidering the statistial error.
The monthly thresholds make it possible to onsider seasonal temperature
hanges of the site reduing the overlap perentages.
As nal hek Figure 4.1 plots the B4 emissivity (blak line) and log ground
data (gray line) for February 2008 at Paranal. It is evident that the monthly
distribution of the emissivity follows the ground data.
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Table 4.1: Clear/Mixed/Covered nights perentage and overlaps at
Paranal and La Palma in 2008. Temporal data analysis.
Ground Satellite
Clear Mixed Covered Clear Mixed Covered
Paranal 91% 7% 2% 84% 14% 2%
La Palma 66% 12% 22% 71% 11% 18%
Paranal La Palma
Unertainty ∆Clear/Mixed ∆Clear/Covered ∆Mixed/Covered ∆Clear/Mixed ∆Clear/Covered ∆Mixed/Covered
Perentage 7% 1% 2% 7% 3% 5%
Table 4.2: Clear/Mixed/Covered nights perentage and overlaps at La
Palma in 2008. Comparison between temporal and daily data analysis.
Ground Satellite
Clear Mixed Covered Clear Mixed Covered
La Palma (Daily) 60% 21% 19% 69% 15% 16%
La Palma (Temporal) 66% 12% 22% 71% 11% 18%
La Palma (Daily) La Palma (Temporal)
Unertainty ∆DClear/Mixed ∆
D
Clear/Cover ∆
D
Mixed/Cover ∆
T
Clear/Mixed ∆
T
Clear/Cover ∆
T
Mixed/Cover
Perentage 9% 3% 9% 7% 3% 5%
4.1 Disussion of error propagation and thresh-
olds
In our model the various thresholds to lassify the nights were hosen by the
individual analysis of satellite data. This also allows to study sites for whih
we have no ground data.
The thresholds were seleted via the night temperature range deteted by
satellite and not through the real night brightness temperature range of the
site.
This hoie was made beause the satellite temperature resolution dereases
with the observation angle. In fat at La Palma we observe a temperature
range lower than other sites. If we onsider:
Night Satellite Temperature Range = 1σ
we note that the use of the matrix dereases the threshold value reduing
the satellite noise. This makes the model more aurate (Fig.4.2).
The thresholds for eah data lassiation are desribed below.
4.2 Resolution orrelation matrix thresholds
In this setion we ompare the brightness temperature dierene between the
single pixel and the matrix method. We assume that the data are orrelated
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Figure 4.1: Ground Data-Satellite Data Correlation. Paranal, February 2008.
Figure 4.2: Comparison between the single pixel threshold of 1σ and the
matrix threshold of 1σ at Tolonhar in September 2008. Figure represents
a pattern of 1◦ × 1◦ matrix (blak line) and the single pixel (gray line) in
B4 band for a single month. We note how the use of the matrix dereases
the threshold value reduing the satellite noise. This makes the model more
aurate.
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if the dierene is ≤ |1σ|. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 report the obtained perentage
of orrelation. ∣∣T 1PixelBrightness − TMatrixBrightness∣∣ < |1σ|
where:
• T 1PixelBrightness ⇒ Brightness temperature of the single pixel
• TMatrixBrightness ⇒ Brightness temperature of the 1◦ × 1◦ matrix
4.3 Clear, mixed, overed nights lassiation
The nights are lassied using GOES12 B4 band. The lassiation of the
nights is based in the following assumption: the maximum monthly bright-
ness temperature TMaxB ours in lear ondition.
The other monthly brightness temperatures are orrelated with TMaxB when:
• TMaxB − TB ≤ 2σ =⇒ Clear
• 2σ < TMaxB − TB ≤ 3σ =⇒ Mixed
• TMaxB − TB > 3σ =⇒ Covered
where TB ⇒ Brightness temperature of the 1◦ × 1◦ matrix.
From this denition "lear" sky means a matrix where there are no louds.
As onerning the ground based data we dene "lear" the nights loud free
in the logbooks and ompletely usable for observations.
"Mixed" are nights where omments of presene of louds or meteorologial
events (fog, wind, humidity...) have been found, but part of night was used.
"Covered" are unusable nights due to louds or fog.
4.4 Clear, Stable Nights Classiation
We alulated the monthly perentage of lear time relying on temporal data
analysis. With this method we lassify the fration of eah night by read-
ing multiple data (e.g. if we have three data for a night, two lear values
and one overed value, the perentage of lear night will be 67%). This is a
denition lose to the lassial "spetrosopi time". We dene "stable" a
lear sky without atmospheri phenomena that may aet the photometri
quality (wind, fog, humidity).
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The monthly perentage of photometri time is alulated by the same method
and this is lose to the lassial denition of the "photometri time". This
lassiation is very important beause the photometri quality of lear sky,
is inuened by phenomena not detetable by the methods urrently used.
Finally, we larify that an unstable sky might be still useful for observing
beause it is a subset of lear sky. This explains the dierenes in perentages
of our lassiation (see Tables 4.4 and 4.5).
To be more lear we speify that we alulated the time fration, not the
whole night fration.
If we take into aount the atmospheri orrelation funtion TMaxB , it is pos-
sible to introdue the onept of stable nights. Considering FC.A.(t) trendline
we get the following lassiation:
• ∣∣TB − T TrendlineB ∣∣ ≤ |1σ| =⇒ Stable
• |1σ| < ∣∣TB − T TrendlineB ∣∣ ≤ |2σ| =⇒ Clear
• ∣∣TB − T TrendlineB ∣∣ > |2σ| =⇒ Covered
where:
1. T TrendlineB ⇒ Brightness temperature of the monthly trendline
2. TB ⇒ Brightness temperature of the 1◦ × 1◦ matrix
Through this lassiation we obtain the histograms in Figures 3.7, 3.8,
3.9, 3.10, 3.11. White bars represent the stable nights, gray bars represent
lear but unstable nights, blak bars represent the overed nights.
The thresholds were obtained only from analysis of satellite data. Histograms
were derived from the orrelation funtion, so they an give information on
the ontribution of atmospheri phenomenon. The nal results are reported
in Tables 4.4 and 4.5.
4.5 Mathematis errors propagation
Tables 4.1, 4.2 show the unertainties to assoiate to eah single data om-
puted through the formula:
∆Tot =
√
(∆Cl/Mix)2 + (∆Cl/Co)2 + (∆Mix/Co)2
obtaining the following values:
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Table 4.3: Clear/Mixed/Covered nights lassation and Clear/Stable
nights lassation. Table shows the lassiation algorithm used in the
model. First line shows the lassiation of loud over, seond line is a
sublassiation of lear nights. For example if we onsider a lear night
(no louds), the model an lassify this night stable or lear. The onept
of stable night is omparable to the astronomial onept of photometri
night while the onept of lear night is omparable to the astronomial
onept of spetrosopi night. Very important is the denition of the
used threshold σ. We see that this value is extrapolated diretly from the
satellite data. This allows us to have an autoalibration of the model:
for eah site, the algorithm generates a dierent threshold that takes into
aount the various harateristis of the site.
1σ = T 23:45B − T 8:45B
Clear TMaxB − TB ≤ 2σ
Mixed 2σ < TMaxB − TB ≤ 3σ
Covered TMaxB − TB > 3σ
Stable
∣∣TB − T TrendlineB ∣∣ ≤ |1σ|
Clear |1σ| < ∣∣TB − T TrendlineB ∣∣ ≤ |2σ|
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Figure 4.3: Clear and stable night frations at Paranal 2008 from GOES12
satellite.
• Paranal ⇒ ∆Total = 7.3%
• La Palma (Temporal) ⇒ ∆Total = 9.1%
• La Palma (Daily) ⇒ ∆Total = 13.1%
We observe that the temporal method for La Palma redues the total
unertainty by 4%.
4.6 Statistis Errors Propagation
Now we onsider the statistial error with the unbiased data assumption.
We have N(Ground;Satellite) pairs of values and in this ase, onsidering
the mathematial error for eah site, the standard deviation on the funtion
F∆(Ground;Satellite) is derived by the formula:
σF∆ = [∆Total]
2
Finally, if we onsider the number of data (N(Ground;Satellite)), the
annual statistial unertainty (∆Statistical) of the model is given by the for-
mula:
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Table 4.4: Satellite Mean Monthly Perentage 2007.
Paranal La Silla La Palma Mt.Graham Tolonhar
Clear Stable Clear Stable Clear Stable Clear Stable Clear Stable
January 73 55 72 72 38 38 48 48 54 42
February 90 61 90 88 61 61 45 45 72 62
Marh 86 65 75 75 52 52 51 51 81 63
April 74 58 64 58 75 75 61 61 94 64
May 91 72 59 59 86 86 59 59 87 87
June 60 55 33 33 94 88 72 72 69 69
July 89 82 56 56 93 86 14 14 82 82
August 87 76 65 65 93 93 41 41 89 89
September 94 78 73 73 80 80 44 44 100 92
Otober 100 91 93 90 80 80 72 69 93 84
November 98 80 85 85 48 48 53 52 93 79
Deember 80 55 78 78 84 80 72 71 91 76
Mean 85 69 70 69 74 72 53 52 84 74
Clear-Stable Mean 77 70 73 52 79
Table 4.5: Satellite Mean Monthly Perentage 2008.
Paranal La Silla La Palma Mt.Graham Tolonhar
Clear Stable Clear Stable Clear Stable Clear Stable Clear Stable
January 67 57 100 68 52 52 49 49 52 52
February 95 73 96 74 68 68 60 60 85 81
Marh 100 63 93 74 52 52 86 80 99 74
April 94 61 82 82 77 77 93 78 100 80
May 90 72 71 71 87 82 75 70 91 77
June 78 65 64 64 90 90 74 66 72 72
July 97 60 74 65 95 84 20 20 99 88
August 99 80 72 72 90 90 24 24 95 91
September 94 76 56 56 71 71 74 74 100 97
Otober 97 85 80 77 82 82 86 80 100 89
November 96 78 97 88 37 37 71 71 100 83
Deember 88 75 100 85 45 45 62 62 70 70
Mean 91 70 82 73 71 69 65 61 89 80
Clear-Stable Mean 81 78 70 63 84
∆Statistical =
σF∆√
N(G;S)
Table 4.6 shows the obtained values whit the ∆Statistical rounded to inte-
gers.
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Table 4.6: Mathematial and statistial un-
ertainties of the model in 2008 at Paranal
and La Palma.
Site ∆Total N(G;S) ∆Statistical
Paranal 7.3% 1050 2.0%
La Palma (Temporal) 9.1% 1020 3.0%
La Palma (Daily) 13.1% 340 9.0%
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Chapter 5
Preliminary model onlusion
In this hapters we have presented a new homogeneous method in order to
obtain the amount of available time fration. The data are extrated from
GOES12 satellite imager on ve very important and dierent astronomial
sites in order to get omparable statistis. Satellite data are ompared with
ground based data.
In this analysis a wider spatial eld is used in order to redue the spatial
noise: eah value is the mean of 1◦ × 1◦ matrix. The loud overage is ob-
tained using GOES12 B4 and B6 bands independently. Using the orrelation
of three bands (B3, B4 and B6) we have omputed an atmospheri orrelation
funtion as a further seletion of the lear nights, and we have introdued
the new onept of stable night. Temporal data are used for the years 2007
and 2008. We have shown that the derived atmospheri orrelation funtion
is orrelated with the quality of the night in terms of FWHM (possibly also
with wind and humidity). An example of lear/stable nights is given in Fig.
4.3 that shows the monthly distribution of 2008 nights at Paranal. The blak
bars represent the monthly perentage of lear nights, while the gray bars the
perentages of stable nights. We an assume that stable nights ould be the
best approximation to the photometri nights. We obtained that the amount
of stable nights is onsiderably lower than the lear nights in all the ve anal-
ysed sites. In view of a better tuning of the stable nights as a funtion of
the ground based parameters, we an adopt as a best approximation of the
"lear nights" of the ground based log the satellite lear night perentages.
The mean of the 2007-2008 give a perentage of lear time of 88% at Paranal,
76% at La Silla, 72.5% at La Palma, 59% at Mt. Graham and 86.5% at
Tolonhar. These perentage dierenes are higher than the statistial er-
rors (Table 4.6).
Tolonhar and Paranal (Tables 4.4 and 4.5) show the largest number of lear
nights but Tolonhar shows the largest number of stable nights, while La
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Palma shows that if a night is lear is also almost stable. Tolonhar appears
the best site as onerning the stable nights while Paranal is the best for the
lear nights (see also Figures 3.7 and 3.11).
The proedure adopted in this thesis gives dierent perentages of satellite
lear nights when ompared with those of Erasmus & van Rooyen ([2006℄). In
fat we found 88% of lear nights at Paranal to ompare with the Erasmus's
perentage of 85%, instead, at La Palma we found the 72.5% to ompare with
the 83.7% of Erasmus. As already explained in the text the two methods dif-
fer mainly beause (1) we use the diret brightness values of the satellite
while Erasmus & van Rooyen ([2006℄) onverted them into temperatures and
intepreted the absolute values of the temperatures in terms of height of the
infrared emission, using a temperature-height sounding, and then of loud
overage, and (2) they used a muh smaller matrix. The authors pointed out
that this tehnique has some limitations due to a number of eets, for exam-
ple anomalous trends in temperatures during the night or for some types of
louds (monsoon louds are an example). While their approah is ertainly
valid in terms of general physial interpretation, we found more diret and
more reliable to work diretly in terms of brigthness relative time utua-
tions. A deep analysis should be done omparing the results night by night
but this is out of the sope of the present thesis.
On the other hand we should take into aount possible biases due to our
time sampling, beause we are measuring the seond part of the night only.
Our limit was set by the time availability of the Paranal ground log. In par-
tiular, phenomena that ourred during the rst part of the night were not
analyzed in this hapters.
In addition we note that some low level phenomena ould be missing (for ex-
ample loal dust louds, fog...). A further possible bias is due to the satellite
spatial resolution, mainly in sites with abrupt topography.
The use of higher resolution satellites, for example the MERIS spetrograph
(on board of Envisat) with a spatial resolution of about 1 km, in priniple
should be better in these ases. Some authors obtained interesting results.
For example Kurlandzyk and Sarazin ([2007℄) used MERIS at La Silla and
Paranal to get loud overage and preipitable water vapour and disussed
the horography eets. However, in spite of its high spatial resolution MERIS
presents some disadvantages ompared to GOES. First the temporal over-
age is muh lower, seond, MERIS is working in daytime and it does not give
data during the night. As a onsequene it an be used as a omplement of
GOES data to investigate the eets of spatial resolution, but its generalized
use should be arefully validated site by site.
Finally, it is interesting to note the perentage dierenes between the two
years, partiularly at Mt.Graham, in 2008, the lear and stable nights per-
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entage was onsiderably higher. We note minor dierenes also in the other
sites. These ould be a result of the El Nin˜o phenomenon and its onse-
quenes at dierent sites.
It is possible to redue the unertainty of this methodology using all the
available GOES12 IR bands and rening the tuning of the model. We found
that using the orrelation funtion from IR satellite data, it is also possible
to observe several atmospheri phenomena (i.e. strong winds, damp winds,
warm winds, fogs, humidity, dust et).
A seond work on this orrelation analysis is in progress to study of the
ylial utuations of this funtion to test the possibility to have a sort of
now-asting seeing.
The possible synergy of this model with seeing foreast models may predit
the atmospheri hanges in the short and long time-sale, allowing the at-
mospheri onditions for siene ases in order to have the best sienti
results.
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Chapter 6
Detetion of subtle phenomena
We desribe here two dierent algorithm introdued to detet perturbations
in two ases: low level perturbations loated spatially very lose to the tele-
sope or very far to the telesope (loated at the wedge of the matrix area)
that means to have an inoming perturbation.
6.1 Detetion of small louds in the matrix area
In Della Valle et al. [2010℄ the reetivity ux has been obtained from the
pixel of the matrix entred lose to the oordinates of the interested site.
To the aim to redue the instrumental noise and to looking a wider eld
of view, we deided to replae the 1 pixel ux reetivity with the mean
value of the 1 degree matrix even entred at the oordinates of the interested
site, moreover, to better disriminate small louds distributed in the matrix
area, that are missed giving a limitation of the model as desribed in the
previous setion, we omputed the standard deviation of eah matrix. In
fat a high standard deviation signies the presene of perturbations in the
wall area. We are able also to see inoming louds approahing to the edge of
the matrix area Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show two examples in whih the average
value of the matrix in both the gures orrespond to lear nights, but the
standard deviation of Figure 6.2 is high, showing a non real at distribution
of the satellite ounts. This is the ase of inoming perturbation to the
telesope site. Considering the standard deviation, we obtain the following
lassiation:
• Standard deviation(TB) ≤ 2σ =⇒ Clear
• Standard deviation(TB) > 2σ =⇒ Subtle Phenomena
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Figure 6.1: Example of a low standard deviation of pixel array.
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Figure 6.2: Example of a high standard deviation of pixel array.
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Figure 6.3: Remote Sounding between the average and the single pixels:
example of a large dierene between the average and the single pixels.
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6.2 Detetion of loal phenomena
Finally, to better detet the presene of loal phenomena lose to the tele-
sope, we introdue the dierene between the mean matrix reetivity and
the single pixel reetivity through the formula:
IRS(Matrix/1Pixel) =
∣∣Iλ4 − Iλ4(1Pixel)∣∣ (6.1)
A high value of IRS shows the presene of a perturbation, even at low
S/N level, not detetable using the simple standard deviation and the matrix
average due the the high number of averaged pixels.
In partiular, we use this mathematis lassiation:
• ∣∣Iλ4 − Iλ4(1Pixel)∣∣ ≤ 2σ =⇒ Clear
• ∣∣Iλ4 − Iλ4(1Pixel)∣∣ > 2σ =⇒ Subtle Phenomena
Figure 6.3 represent one example of average orresponding to lear nights.
In this ase, the Matrix/1Pixel RS shows the presene of loal stationary
phenomena not deteted by the mean value of the matrix. By the use of
both the Matrix/1Pixel and the standard deviation of eah data we an
better to detet loal phenomena and thin louds as shown in Figure 6.4 in
La Palma. In fat you see that the plot of B4 band evidened by the irle
is at, typial of lear sky, the bottom of Figure 6.4 plottingMatrix/1Pixel
dierene show variations indiating the presene of loal phenomena. A
hek with the logbooks desribe the presene of high humidity and ie in
this nights. We stress that these ases are rare, in fat table 6.1 shows the
statistial result of this analysis for the 2009 at Paranal and La Palma. It
is given the mean monthly perentage of lear nights and the fration of the
lear nights with low level phenomena. We see that only the 1% of the 91%
of lear night at Paranal is aeted by low level phenomena, to ompare
with the 3% of the 67% at La Palma. In both ases is a very low number.
At Paranal May shows an high number of SUBP phenomena. The hek
with the log gives high wind value oming form the see, that means high
humidity justifying the high satellite value. Figure 6.5 shows the amount of
lear time at La Palma for the 2009, in gray it is shows the perentage of
subtle phenomena.
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Figure 6.4: The B4 trend (upper panel) shows no indiates while the
RSMatrix/1Pixel (bottom panel) indiates the presene of loal phenomena:
the logbooks in fat desribe the presene of high humidity and ie. The
brightness temperature is expressed in number of satellite ounts as extrated
with MIDAS-V program.
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Table 6.1: Satellite Mean Monthly Perent-
age. Paranal and La Palma 2009. Subtle
Phenomena (SUBP ).
Paranal La Palma
Clear Time SUBP Clear Time SUBP
January 99.3 1.0 58.3 3.2
February 99.4 1.5 53.7 4.9
Marh 97.0 1.3 64.2 3.2
April 96.8 0.9 82.0 3.0
May 89.0 2.1 73.3 2.1
June 80.1 0.9 75.9 2.5
July 79.5 1.6 82.9 3.3
August 90.5 1.8 86.5 3.0
September 85.3 0.3 60.2 2.2
Otober 85.7 0.7 69.2 2.5
November 99.2 0.0 66.2 2.8
Deember 98.3 0.4 32.2 3.0
Mean 90.8 1.0 67.1 3.1
Figure 6.5: Subtle Phenomena. La Palma 2009.
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Chapter 7
Seeing evaluation from satellite
based data
In the previous hapters we have seen how the atmospheri orrelation fun-
tion is related to the seeing (see Setion 3.6). In this hapter we desribe
a new model for the seeing satellite alulation. We also show how the use
of the matrix an detet atmospheri suble phenomena (see Setion 6). Fi-
nally we show a new study for the short-term statistial foreast of the night
quality (see Setion 8.1).
We present for the rst time a new method to estimate the seeing us-
ing remote sounding from the IR night time data of the GOES 12 satellite.
We disuss the derived orrelation between the ground data and the satel-
lite derived values from the analysis of the sites loated at Cerro Paranal
(Chile) and Roque de los Muhahos (Canary Islands, Spain). We get a
ground-satellite orrelation perentage of about 90%. Finally, studying the
orrelation between the afternoon data and the following night, we are able
to provide a foreast of the photometri night quality. We stress that the
model has only been tested for sites of Paranal and La Palma. It has theoret-
ial hypotheses, but at the moment the seeing alulation remains empirial.
The apability to optimize the sienti requirements to the observing
onditions is a hallenging eort ruial to improve the performanes and to
inrease the nal eieny of the system telesope-instrumentation, mainly
for very large telesopes. The rst parameter needed for this goal is the
knowledge of the usable nights. In the last deades this evaluation suered
of biases due to personal judgements, beause they were based on visual in-
spetion. A great improvement has been obtained with the use of satellite
data. The seond important parameter in the site seletion and in the site
haraterization, is the image quality beause, as well known, it aets the
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sienti quality of the results in many elds of the astronomial researh.
Sine the rst ampaigns for the site seletion, the riteria were based simply
on the diret analysis of the size of the stellar images. Now, with the progress
of the knowledge in this area, we know that the seeing is haraterized by
multiple parameters and aeted or simply linked to several loal and wide
sale onditions, suh as the external air temperature and gradients (Lom-
bardi et al., ([2006℄), hereafter Paper I), pressure, wind veloity (Lombardi
et al., ([2007℄), hereafter Paper II) and a link between these parameters and
the optial turbulene (Cavazzani et al. ([2011℄)). It is also ruial to know
the evolution of the seeing with the time in short and long time sale, mainly
for the future giant telesopes, for the optimization of the exible sheduling.
In general the testing ampaigns of the past were expensive and time on-
suming and limited to a few preseleted sites. The use of the arhive satellite
data, instead, is of a great importane beause it allows to simultaneously
investigate several sites on a time base of many years. A quantitative survey
of loud overage and water vapor ontent above several astronomial sites
have been reently obtained using both satellite and ground based data by
Erasmus and van Rooyen ([2006℄), Erasmus and Sarazin ([2002℄). They have
been among the rst to demonstrate the apability of the satellite data to
give the amount of useful nights. Della Valle et al. ([2010℄, Paper III) used
a similar analysis and, from independent data, found an agreement of the
amount of lear nights between satellite and ground based data at La Palma
of about 80%. An evolution of this analysis is presented in Cavazzani et
al. ([2011℄) where we used a more sophistiated method and we introdued
the onept of satellite stable night whih is the best approximation of the
onept of photometri nights. In this hapters we present for the rst time
an estimation of the seeing obtained using the satellite remote sounding. We
analyze the orrelation between ground based seeing and the satellite based
seeing. This analysis is applied to two very important astronomial inter-
national sites suh as Cerro Paranal (Chile) and Roque de Los Muhahos
(La Palma, Canary Islands, Spain) in order to validate the ode in two very
dierent limati and topographi onditions. The loation of the two sites is
presented in Fig. 7.1. La Palma and Paranal are two sites in whih the astro-
nomial ommunity built several failities thanks to the good sky ondition,
moreover the ommunity is strongly interested to maintain a high perfor-
mane of the instrumentation. For this reason several authors foused the
attention in the haraterization of these two sites (Murdin [1985℄, Sarazin
[2004℄, Varela et al. [2008℄, e.).
The ESO sta was the pioneer of this topi and the long reord of data ol-
leted at Paranal are useful tools to analyse the onnetion between astro-
physial and physial environmental onditions. Dierenes with La Palma
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mirolimate have been disussed in Paper I, Paper II, and Paper III. Paper
I shows a omplete analysis of the vertial temperature gradients and their
orrelation with the astronomial seeing, Paper II shows an analysis of the
orrelation between wind and astronomial parameters as well as the overall
long term weather onditions at La Palma. A statistial fration of lear
nights from satellite has been derived in Paper III using a basi approah to
test the ability of the satellite to selet lear nights.
The main oneptual dierene between Erasmus & van Rooyen ([2006℄)
analysis and Paper III is that they used the radio sounding vertial pro-
le temperature as absolute referene to be ompared with the brightness IR
temperature measured by the satellite, while we used relative deviations from
the bulk of data to detet the presene of louds. In partiular we seleted
two bands sensitive to the louds and plotted one band versus the other. The
alibration of the plot gives the statistial fration of usable nights. The use
of the two bands separately is eient to sense thik louds, but presents
some limits in ase of partial overage or thin louds. For this reason we
have rened the analysis introduing a new band sensitive to the loal phe-
nomena and introduing a mathematial ode to orrelate the three bands.
This analysis disriminates with suess hanges in air masses showing also
a rst onnetion with seeing variations, as presented in Cavazzani et al.
([2011℄). In this thesis, to better analyse the orrelation between satellite
reetivity and ground based image quality at La Palma and Paranal, we
have used ground and satellite based data sampling the year 2009. We have
used GOES satellite, to have homogeneous results with the previous results
and easy to ompare and disuss. Table 7.1 shows the geographi position
and view angle of the satellite for eah site.
7.1 Satellite and ground based data
In this analysis we have ompared satellite data with the image quality in
term of FWHM obtained using the dierential image motion monitoring
(DIMM) at the two sites. Data at the Observatorio del Roque de los Muha-
hos (ORM) are derived from the Roboti Dierential Image Motion Monitor
(known as RoboDIMM
1
) of Isaa Newton Telesope (INT). The INT Ro-
boDIMM, like all lassial DIMMs, relies on the method of dierential image
motion of telesope sub-apertures to alulate the seeing Fried parameter
r0. RoboDIMM forms four separated images of the same star, and mea-
sures image motion in two orthogonal diretions from whih it derives four
1
See http://atserver.ing.ia.es/robodimm/
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Figure 7.1: Loation of the two sites involved in the analysis. As seen in the
inserts the seleted sites presents very dierent topographi onditions: La
Palma is a sharp island, Paranal is isolated peaks over the Ataama's desert.
The position of GOES12 satellite projeted on the map. Figure also shows
the omparison of one matrix at Paranal and La Palma. The deformation is
a result of the satellite observation angle.
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Table 7.1: Geographi harateristis of the analyzed
sites and GOES12 satellite. The view angle is obtained
through the formula θ =
√
(∆LAT )2 + (∆LONG)2.
site LAT. LONG. Altitude View Angle
Km
Paranal −24◦37′ −70◦24′ 2.630 25◦00′
La Palma +28◦45′ −17◦52′ 2.363 64◦10′
GOES12 +0◦00′ −75◦00′ 35800
simultaneous and independent estimates of the seeing. The data interpreta-
tion makes use of the Sarazin and Roddier's DIMM algorithm desribed in
Sarazin & Roddier ([1990℄), based on the Kolmogorov theory of atmospheri
turbulene in the free atmosphere. At the present we do not have other see-
ing data to hek possible loal dierenes. But la Palma is the only site
having several DIMM distributed along the top of the mountain. We are
planning to follow this analysis using all the available DIMM data to hek
possible loal dierenes for a better haraterization of the site and to or-
relate diret measurements suh as C2n(h) with satellite seeing. The seeing
data at Paranal are obtained measuring the seeing of the DIMM at VLT
observatory. The le ontains also measurements of the ux of a referene
star, in this way the ux of the star an trae the presene of louds. The
ground based lassiation of the night quality instead has been done using
the night observing log of eah telesope.
In this analysis we have used GOES satellite beause it is able to detets
the infrared (IR) night time emitted radiation permitting to ompare in a
simultaneous way ground and satellite data. A detailed disussion of the
performane of this satellite is presented in Cavazzani et al. ([2011℄). The
main advantage of GOES with respet other satellite is that GOES is able
to observe the full Earth disk and it have on board an imager with ve han-
nels allowing the olletion of ve simultaneous images of almost half of the
Earth hemisphere. Our hoie to use the IR hannels is beause they allow
the detetion of the thermal radiation emitted during the night from dier-
ent atmospheri layers and/or from the soil. An appropriate hoie of the
wavelength allows to hoose the optimal layer emission height above the site.
If it ours well above the soil surfae, the signal beomes independent of
the spei soil properties and of low level onditions. Phenomena ourring
below the seleted site (fog, low louds...) are also avoided. In some sites,
for example at La Palma, this aspet is of ruial importane.
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Table 7.2: Charateristis of the GOES12
used bands and resolution at Nadir.
Window Passband Resolution
[µm] [km℄
BAND3 H2O 6.50÷ 7.00 4
BAND4 IR 10.20÷ 11.20 4
BAND6 CO2 13.30. 8
For the purposes of this work we used GOES 12 equipped with the imager
and we have analysed the year 2009. We have seleted the water vapour
hannel (B3 band) entred at 6.7 µm, able to detet high altitude irrus
louds, the infrared hannel (B4 band) entred at 10.7 µm, able to detet
middle level louds, and the CO2 band (B6 band) entred at 13.3 µm, able
to sense small partile suh as fog, ash and semi-transparent high louds. For
eah site we have identied and extrated a sub-image of 1◦ × 1◦ having the
entral pixel lose to the oordinates given in Table 7.1. We have seen that
the use of the matrix is justied by the high orrelation with the single pixel
and redues the satellite noise and also allows us to observe the entire sky
above the site.
Table 7.2 shows the main harateristis of the seleted bands. For eah
night we have extrated the observations at dierent hours in loal time: at
17:45, 20:45, 23:45, 02:45, 05:45, 7:45, 8:45 and 9:45. The evaluation of the
amount of useful hours is done using all the night but 17:45 and 9:45. We have
used both the brightness temperature at 17:45 and 9:45 to hek a possible
day-night orrelation. The last olumn of Table 7.1 shows the satellite view
angle. The insert in Figure 7.1 shows the two dierent projetions obtained
from eah aquisition at La Palma and Paranal.
In the previous hapters there is an exhaustive desription of the mathe-
matis approah and of the night lassiation (see Table 4.3).
7.2 Temporal Satellite lassiation
To have reliable predition of the time quality, we have used a high temporal
resolution using for eah night the following series of data: 20:45, 23:45, 2:45,
5:45, 7:45, 8:45. Using the brightness temperature obtained for eah onsid-
ered hours we have obtained the monthly atmospheri orrelation funtion.
Figures 7.3 and 7.4 show the plot of the obtained temporal emissivity of B4
band vs B6 for the 2009 at Paranal and La Palma. Nights are lassied a-
ording to the omment of the observing logs. Clear time presents high values
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Figure 7.2: Atmosferi Correlation Funtion at Paranal, August 2009. Top
gure shows the monthly plot of the three used bands.The entral plot shows
the FC.A. of August, the solid gray line is the FC.A.(t) linear regression. The
brightness temperature is expressed in number of satellite ounts as extrated
with MIDAS-V program. The bottom part shows the distribution of the
lear and stable nights as a funtion of the sensed height.
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Figure 7.3: Temporal distribution of GOES12 B4 and B6 band emissivity
at Paranal in 2009. Sky quality lassiation has been arried out using the
Paranal log.
Figure 7.4: Temporal distribution of GOES12 B4 and B6 band emissivity at
La Palma in 2009. Sky quality lassiation has been arried out using the
La Palma log.
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Table 7.3: Temporal data analysis of Clear/Mixed/Covered time at
Paranal and La Palma in 2009.
Ground Satellite
Clear Mixed Covered Clear Mixed Covered
Paranal 90.1% 2.2% 7.8% 90.8% 2.6% 6.6%
La Palma 65.8% 5.0% 29.3% 67.0% 4.5% 28.5%
Paranal La Palma
Unertainty ∆Clear/Mixed ∆Clear/Covered ∆Mixed/Covered ∆Clear/Mixed ∆Clear/Covered ∆Mixed/Covered
Perentage 1.2% 0.4% 0.8% 1.3% 0.5% 0.8%
of emissivity at both sites. As in Paper III, the lassiation of satellite time
quality is done assuming that the maximum monthly brightness temperature
in B4 band (TMaxB ) ours in lear ondition. The lassiation is desribed
in the Table 4.3. Table 7.3 shows the obtained perentage of lear, mixed
and overed nights at Paranal and at La Palma for the year 2009 using all
the algorithm previous desribed. The ground based lassiation is derived
from the omments of the night logbook. We found a very good agreement in
both the two sites between ground and satellite data. The last row of Table
7.3 shows the perentage of auray to assoiate to eah obtained fration
of nights. The unertainty is omputed as follows:
• ∆Clear/Mixed ⇒ Clear/Mixed Unertainty
• ∆Clear/Covered ⇒ Clear/Covered Unertainty
• ∆Mixed/Covered ⇒ Mixed/Covered Unertainty
Usually the quality of the ground based lear nights is divided between
photometri and spetrosopi nights. Also for the satellite lassiation we
have introdued a similar denition introduing the onepts of stable night
(photometri) and lear night (spetrosopi). Considering the value of the
FC.A.(t) linear regression T
Trendline
B we dene:
1. T TrendlineB ⇒ Brightness temperature of the FC.A.(t) linear regression
omputed in one month
2. TB ⇒ Brightness temperature of the 1◦ × 1◦ matrix in one hour
Table 7.4 shows the obtained satellite mean monthly perentage of lear
and stable time at Paranal and la Palma.
Figures 7.5 and 7.6 show the distribution of the amount of lear, stable
and overed time at Paranal and la Palma for the year 2009 obtained from
the FC.A.(t). The maximum of the distribution shows the sensed height and
it gives the height in whih our the atmospheri phenomena. Figure 7.7
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Figure 7.5: Histogram of annual atmospheri stability at Paranal. Light-gray
bars represent the stable nights, gray bars lear but unstable nights, blak
bars the nights overed.
shows the monthly distribution of the lear and stable nights at Paranal
for the onsidered year. We see that during the winter months is low the
perentage of stable time and the night is mostly only lear.
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Figure 7.6: Histogram of annual atmospheri stability at La Palma. Light-
gray bars represent the stable nights, gray bars lear but unstable nights,
blak bars the nights overed.
Figure 7.7: Clear and stable night frations at Paranal 2009 from GOES12
satellite.
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Table 7.4: Satellite Mean Monthly Perentage for the year 2009.
Paranal La Palma
Paranal Clear Time Stable Clear Time Stable
January 99.3 83.3 58.3 57.6
February 99.4 86.6 53.7 48.8
Marh 97.0 84.4 64.2 57.6
April 96.8 92.2 82.0 78.8
May 89.0 79.7 73.3 64.0
June 80.1 76.7 75.9 72.3
July 69.5 64.9 82.9 75.6
August 90.5 74.0 86.5 76.0
September 85.3 70.9 60.2 56.8
Otober 85.7 71.7 69.2 64.7
November 99.2 80.8 66.2 59.2
Deember 98.3 89.8 32.2 30.7
Mean 90.8 79.6 67.1 61.6
Table 7.5: Mathematial and statistial un-
ertainties of the model in 2009 at Paranal
and La Palma.
Site ∆Total N(G;S) ∆Statistical
Paranal 1.4% 1510 0.05%
La Palma 1.5% 1510 0.06%
Table 7.6: Satellite FWHM at Paranal for the year 2009.
Months FWHMMeanSat FWHM
Mean
Ground CORCoef
January 0.9 0.9 0.91
February 0.8 0.8 0.97
Marh 0.8 0.8 0.88
April 0.7 0.7 0.93
May 0.8 0.8 0.93
June 0.8 0.8 0.84
July 0.8 0.8 0.79
August 0.9 0.9 0.92
September 0.9 0.9 0.96
Otober 0.8 0.9 0.84
November 0.8 0.9 0.95
Deember 0.8 0.8 0.95
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Table 7.7: Satellite FWHM at La Palma for the year 2009. We have
alulated the orrelation oeients only for the months in whih the
RoboDIMM gives us values for more than ten nights. Moreover the mean
seeing only refers to the lear time due to the fat that in the overed
time the RoboDIMM does not work.
Months FWHMMeanSat FWHM
Mean
Ground CORCoef
January - - -
February - - -
Marh 0.9 1.0 0.89
April 1.0 1.0 0.91
May 0.8 0.8 0.94
June 0.9 0.8 0.93
July 0.9 0.9 0.92
August 0.8 0.7 0.92
September 0.8 0.7 0.95
Otober - - -
November - - -
Deember - - -
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Chapter 8
Satellite alulation of seeing
In Cavazzani et al.([2011℄) we shown that the adopted ode is able to disrim-
inate with suess variations of the atmospheri stability funtion (FC.A.(t)
) with the optial turbulene showing the rst onnetion between FC.A.(t)
and seeing. In this thesis we are going deeper in this analysis and, to better
analyse the orrelation between satellite reetivity and ground based image
quality at La Palma and Paranal, we have used ground and satellite based
data sampling the year 2009. In partiular we introdue for the rst time
the onept of satellite seeing. The FC.A.(t) measure the temperature in dif-
ferent atmospheri layers, and as well as the ground based C2T is linked to
the r0 and to the FWHM, it is possible to derive a satellite based C
2
T , and
onsequently C2n. The zero point is given empirially in this analysis. Using
the basi formulae of the seeing theory suh as Fried's radius r0 we have:
r0 =
[
0.423 · 4π
2
λ2
· 1
cos(θzen)
∫
C2n · dz
]
−
3
5
(8.1)
where C2n is the refrative index struture parameter:
C2n =
[
80 · 10−6P
T
]
· C2T
The full width at half maximum is given by the following formula:
FWHM = 0.98
λ
r0
(8.2)
While the satellite FWHM is obtained through an our empirial model.
If we assume: ∣∣TB − T TrendlineB ∣∣ ∝ C2T ∝ C2n
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we an replae the C2n value in the Equation 8.1 obtaining a satellite r0
alulation:
r0,Sat =
[
0.423 · 4π
2
λ2
· Λ(θ) ·
∣∣TB − T TrendlineB ∣∣
z
]
−
3
5
(8.3)
Finally, using this value we get the formula for satellite FWHM:
FWHMSat = 0.58 · λ− 15 ·
[
4π2 · Λ(θ) ·
∣∣TB − T TrendlineB ∣∣
z
] 3
5
(8.4)
where Λ(θ) is an empirial onstant dened by the formula:
Λ(θ) =
10−12
cosθ
(8.5)
where θ is the satellite angle of view.
Figure 8.1 shows the omparison between ground based FWHM and satellite
based FWHM omputed in the same hours. We note the very good agree-
ment between the two set of data. Figure 8.2 shows the dispersion of this
orrelation and its linear regression. A tentative physial interpretation of
our orrelation ould be related to the Rihardson number Ri dependent on
the vertial temperature gradient. Tables 8.1 and 8.2 show the omparison
between the seeing as given by the ground and those omputed by satellite
using the equation 8.4. We make the following observations to disuss the
obtained values: FWHMMeanGround values at Paranal are the DIMM data and
not the VLT values; at La Palma instead we have alulated the orrelation
oeients only for the months in whih the RoboDIMM gives us values for
more than ten nights. Moreover the mean seeing only refers to the lear time
due to the fat that the RoboDIMM does not work during loudy nights.
8.1 Temporal foreasting seeing analysis
In this setion we analysed for the rst time the possibility to give a fore-
asting value of the seeing a few hours before starting the observations. We
have proeeded in two dierent ways to hek the apability and the best
proedure. In the rst test we have orrelated the brightness temperature
obtained from the value at 9:45 with the brightness temperature obtained
using the values of the nights before.
In the seond test we have orrelated the brightness temperature obtained
from the afternoon value at 17:45 and the same night time. Figure 8.3 shows
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Figure 8.1: Ground Data-Satellite Data Correlation. Comparison between
the FWHM alulated from the ground and the satellite FWHM. Paranal,
January 2009 (Correlation Coeient= 0.91). The satellite FWHM is alu-
lated through the Formula 8.4.
Table 8.1: Foreast at Paranal and at La Palma for the year 2009. A→ N is
the orrelation between the afternoon and the next night and N → M is the
orrelation between the morning and the night before.
Paranal La Palma
Months Days A→ N Correlation N →M Correlation A→ N Correlation N → M Correlation
January 31 100.0 100.0 93.5 96.8
February 28 96.4 100.0 85.7 92.9
Marh 31 96.8 100.0 90.3 93.5
April 30 96.7 100.0 90.0 96.7
May 31 100.0 96.8 100.0 96.8
June 30 100.0 93.3 90.0 90.0
July 31 93.5 93.5 96.8 96.8
August 31 96.8 96.8 96.8 100.0
September 30 100.0 100.0 96.7 100.0
Otober 31 100.0 100.0 96.8 96.8
November 30 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Deember 31 96.8 96.8 96.8 96.8
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Figure 8.2: Ground Data-Satellite Data Correlation. Figure shows the dis-
persion of this orrelation and its linear regression. Paranal, January 2009
(Correlation Coeient= 0.91).
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Figure 8.3: GOES 12 emissivity in B3, B4, B6 bands (upper panel) at Paranal
for January 2009. Botton panel shows the B4, B6 vertial sale zoom. The
brightness temperature is expressed in number of satellite ounts as extrated
with MIDAS-V program.
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Figure 8.4: Figure shows the trend of the FC.A.(t). In this funtion we
have highlighted the new points used for the night quality foreast (Foreast
points). Through the position of these points we an predit whether the
night will be stable (Stable time) or lear (Clear time). In fat, Figure also
shows the DIMM FWHM values at Paranal (drawn in blak). We note that
at these stable time points we have low seeing values, onversely we have
high seeing values at lear time points (The ordinate on the right shows the
DIMM FWHM values). The brightness temperature is expressed in number
of satellite ounts as extrated with MIDAS-V program.
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the monthly distribution of the three bands at Paranal for January 2009
(upper panel) and the zoom (bottom panel) in whih is possible to see the
new day point used for the foreasting seeing. We see that in ase of hight
day values the night after is stable (photometri night). It is interesting to
note that in this analysis we are able to give a perentage of useful nights
instead of useful time. Table 8.1 shows the monthly values of the derived
orrelation at the two sites. Column 1 of tables shows the month, olumn
2 shows the number of used days, olumn 3 shows the afternoon to night
orrelation (A → N is the orrelation between the afternoon and the next
night) and olumn 4 shows the night to morning orrelation (N →M is the
orrelation between the morning and the night before). For our analysis we
are interested to olumn 3 that give the orrelation of all the available day-
night data. We see that at Paranal and at La Palma the orrelation derease
during the winter months. Tables 8.2 and 8.3 instead show the period of
the day in whih the meteorologial variation ourred. Column 1 shows the
month, olumn 2 shows the perentage of the variation ourred in the time
range between 5 p.m. and 6 a.m., olumn 3 shows the variation ourred in
the time between 9 p.m. and 10 a.m., olumn 4 show the perentage obtained
for the not analysed day (10a.m. − 5p.m.) and obtained for dierene.
These numbers are obtained through the perentage of lear time (Table
7.4) and the orrelation perentages (e.g. If we have lear time = 70% =⇒
overed time = 30%. Then we have A → N orrelation = 95% and N →
M orrelation = 90%. This means that 5% of the meteorologial hanges
ourred between 5 p.m. and 6 a.m., 10% between 9 p.m. and 10 a.m. and
the remaining 15% between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m.). We see that most of the
hanging our during the day time (from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.) so it is possible
to orrelate the afternoon satellite data with the next night satellite data.
Figure 8.4 shows the trend of the FC.A.(t) obtained using all the bright-
ness values and the DIMM seeing. The gray line is the best t of the monthly
plot. In this funtion we have highlighted the new points used for the night
quality foreast (Foreast points). Through the position of these points we
an predit whether the night will be stable (Stable time) or lear (Clear
time).
Figure 8.5 shows the obtained r0 values from satellite. These values are ob-
tained through the model desribed in Setion 8 (Equation 8.3). Moreover
the value of r0 is omputed taking into aount the Paranal height and it is
given in the visible range. We obtained values lose to those obtained using
ground based data. In fat, the FWHM alulated by the r0,Sat value has a
high orrelation oeient with the ground FWHM (see Tables 7.6, 7.7 and
Figure 8.2).
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Figure 8.5: Fried's radius values alulated from satellite (r0,Sat) at Paranal,
January 2009. The satellite FWHM alulated with these values has a or-
relation oeient of 0.91 with the ground FWHM (see Figure 8.1).
8.2 Seeing and short-term foreast disussion
In this thesis, as rst, we have introdued the onept of satellite seeing us-
ing remote sounding from the IR night time data of the GOES 12 satellite.
We have disussed the derived orrelation between the ground data and the
satellite derived values from the analysis of the sites loated at Cerro Paranal
(Chile) and Roque de Los Muhahos (Canary Islands, Spain) for the 2009.
In this analysis we used the FC.A.(t) obtained orrelating the monthly mean
values obtained in a 1 deg matrix of eah of the three seleted bands. This
funtions that is a measure of the gradient of temperature among the three
layers sampled by the three bands is, as well as the ground based C2T , linked
to the r0. The r0 values derived using FC.A.(t) (see Setion 8) at Paranal and
La Palma are lose to ground based values, in partiular the FWHM alu-
lated by the r0,Sat value has a high orrelation oeient with the ground
FWHM (see Tables 7.6, 7.7 and Figure 8.2). In this rst analysis we obtained
empirially the zero point using the DIMM seeing from eah site. We have
demonstrate that the plot of the seeing from satellite is in good agreement
with the DIMM seeing of the same month (see Figure 8.1) showing a orre-
lation ranging between 80% and 97 % during the months at Paranal. Figure
8.2 shows an example of the dispersion of this orrelation and its linear re-
gression for January 2009 at Paranal. We found a better orrelation at la
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Table 8.2: Meteorologial hanges at Paranal
for the year 2009.
Months 5p.m. − 6a.m. 9p.m. − 10a.m. 10a.m. − 5p.m.
January 0.0 0.0 100.0
February 100.0 0.0 0.0
Marh 100.0 0.0 0.0
April 100.0 0.0 0.0
May 0.0 29.3 70.7
June 0.0 33.3 66.7
July 21.5 21.5 57.0
August 35.8 35.8 28.3
September 0.0 0.0 100.0
Otober 0.0 0.0 100.0
November 0.0 0.0 100.0
Deember 50.0 50.0 0.0
Palma (89% to 95%), this is due to the fat that the orrelation only refers to
the lear time, in fat the RoboDIMM does not work during loudy nights.
Any omments we an gives about the obtained values due the zero point,
but we have intention to rene the proedure. As further step we are giving
for the rst time the foreasting seeing from satellite (see Figure 8.4). We
have proeeded in two ways to selet the best proedure. In the rst test we
orrelated the brightness temperature of the morning 9:45 with the values of
the night before. In the seond test we orrelated the brightness temperature
of the 17:45 afternoon with the night after. The two proedures seems to
be show similar results, with a marginal higher perentage in the night-
morning values for both the sites, but for the purpose of the predition of
the image quality for the inoming observing night we an use the orrelation
afternoon-night. We see that at Paranal the orrelation derease during the
winter months, instead we found a more homogeneous distribution at la
Palma. Through this afternoon-night relationship we an give an estimate of
the photometri night quality. In fat, in Setion 8 we have demonstrated a
high orrelation between the FWHMMeanSat and the FWHM
Mean
Ground (see Tables
7.6, 7.7 and Figure 8.2). In addition, in Setion 8.1 we have shown how the
afternoon data are orrelated with the night data (see Tables 8.1, olumn 3).
With these two results we have a model that an provide a satellite seeing
alulation and a foreast. An interesting result are the values shown in
Tables 8.2 and 8.3. The two tables show the monthly perentage of the
hanges in the observation onditions at the two sites during the 2009. We
have obtained that at Paranal the variation of the meteorologial onditions
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Table 8.3: Meteorologial hanges at La
Palma for the year 2009.
Months 5p.m. − 6a.m. 9p.m. − 10a.m. 10a.m. − 5p.m.
January 15.4 7.7 77.0
February 31.1 15.5 53.4
Marh 26.9 17.9 55.2
April 55.6 18.5 25.9
May 0.0 11.9 88.1
June 41.7 41.7 16.7
July 19.0 19.0 62.0
August 24.8 0.0 75.2
September 8.3 0.0 91.7
Otober 10.4 10.4 79.2
November 0.0 0.0 100.0
Deember 4.7 4.7 90.5
our during the day time, but the months of February, Marh and April
our in the time interval between the 5 p.m. and 9 p.m. During the night
the weather is almost stable. At La Palma we shown that the variation our
during the day.
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Chapter 9
Satellite wind analysis
In this hapter we estimate the amount of available telesope time at four
interesting sites for astronomial instrumentation. We use the GOES 12 data
for the years 2008 and 2009. We use a homogeneous methodology presented
in several previous hapters to lassify the nights as lear (ompletely loud-
free), mixed (partially loud-overed), and overed. Additionally, for the lear
nights, we evaluate the amount of satellite stable nights whih orrespond
to the amount of ground based photometri nights, and the lear nights
orresponding to the spetrosopi nights. We have applied this model to two
sites in the Northern Hemisphere (San Pedro Martir (SPM), Mexio; Izan˜a,
Canary Islands) and to two sites in the Southern Hemisphere (El Leonito,
Argentine; San Antonio de Los Cobres (SAC), Argentine). We have obtained,
from the two years onsidered, a mean amount of loud free nights of 68.6%
at Izan˜a, 76.0% at SPM, 70.6% at Leonito and 70.0% at SAC. We have
evaluated, among the loud free nights, an amount of stable nights of 62.6%
at Izan˜a, 69.6% at SPM, 64.9% at Leonito, and 59.7% at SAC. Finally, we
desribe an empirial model for the satelllite wind alulation (see Setion
9.7.
The satellite site testing analysis evolved with the use of multi-hannel
data, in partiular at infrared wavelengths. It allows to detet temperatures
at dierent altitudes, disriminating parameters whih produe the loud ov-
erage. In this study we extrated the night-time data to derive parameters
to assess the amount of useful nights, using the Geostationary Operational
Environmental Satellite 12 (GOES 12) arhive. GOES 12 data are analysed
using a ode whih orrelates several bands. We deided to use only GOES
data beause we have a uniform set of GOES data validated in dierent sit-
uations and at dierent sites. We know that Meteosat ould be in a more
favourable position with respet to the geographial loation of Izan˜a, but
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Figure 9.1: Loation of the four sites involved in the analysis. As seen in the
inserts (modied from Google Earth) the seleted sites presents very dierent
topographi onditions. The position of GOES 12 satellite projeted on the
map (MIDAS-V Map).
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Meteosat data, available on the Web-page
1
, are being obtained already as
daily averages. The night-time temporal resolution, whih is ruial for the
purpose of our analysis, is missing. The validation of our ode was done us-
ing data of two important sites for the optial astronomy: El Roque de Los
Muhahos (ORM, Canary Islands), and Cerro Paranal (Chile), two very dif-
ferent sites with dierent limati onditions. The results of the validation
are published in Cavazzani at al. ([2011℄), Della Valle et al. ([2010℄).
We point out that our analysis is onneted with the traditional denitions
of the astronomial nights (lear, mixed and unusable). We are aware that
there are interesting pakages of data suh as ECMWF
2
(Dee et al. ([2011℄)),
FriOWL
3
( Sarazin et al. ([2006℄), Graham et al. ([2005℄), ([2008℄)) and Gio-
vanni
4
(Aker and Leptouk ([2007℄)), used for wide sale and long term
limati trends. We intend to use them in a next hapter dediated to long
term loud overage. For the present thesis these data do not have the re-
quired temporal and spae resolution we need. In addition they have to be
alibrated in terms of astronomial properties. Spei studies should be
done on the sites. In this hapter we present the evaluation of the amount
of usable nights for four interesting sites for astronomial instrumentation.
The sites are loated in Argentina, Spain (Canary Islands) and Mexio. For
eah site we additionally report the mean temperature and rainfall obtained
from literature to have a more omplete information of eah analysed site.
Table 9.1 shows the geographi positions of the sites, while Figure 9.1 shows
the loation of the interested sites. The tiles of Figure 9.1 show how dierent
is the morphology of eah site. All the andidates sites are loated in the
subtropial belt, and the Canary Islands site is the only one entred in a
wide homogeneous oeani air mass.
9.1 Satellite based data and aquisition
A detailed disussion about the advantages of this satellite is presented in
the previous hapters. Eah infrared band detets louds at dierent heights.
This is due to the Plank shape of its weighting funtion (WF), spei
for eah band, that presents a maximum of eieny at dierent altitude
aording to the dierent seleted band. The water vapour band (hannel 3,
band 3 hereafter B3, entered at 6.7 µm and sensitive between 6.5−7.0 µm)
1
http://www.eumetsat.int
2
www.emwf.int
3
http://arhive.eso.org/friowl-45/
4
http://dis.si.gsf.nasa.gov/giovanni/overview/index.html
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Table 9.1: Geographi harateristis of the
analyzed sites andGOES 12 satellite. The
view angle is obtained through the formula
θ =
√
(∆LAT )2 + (∆LONG)2.
site LAT. LONG. Altitude View
Km Angle
Leonito −31◦47′ −69◦17′ 2.552 32◦00′
S.Pedro Martir 31◦02′ −115◦29′ 2.800 51◦00′
Izan˜a +28◦18′ −16◦29′ 2.373 61◦00′
SAC −24◦ 02′ −66◦ 14′ 3.600 26◦00′
GOES 12 +0◦00′ −75◦00′ 35800
Table 9.2: GOES 12 bands and resolution at
Nadir with their weighting funtions (WF).
window pass-band 1px resolution WF
[µm] [km] [m]
BAND3 H2O 6.50− 7.00 4 8000
BAND4 IR 10.20− 11.20 4 4000
BAND6 CO2 13.30 8 3000
is able to detet high altitude irrus louds, up to 8 km. The loud overage
hannel (hannel 4, band 4 hereafter B4, entered at 10.7 µm and sensitive
between 10.2 − 11.2 µm) an detet middle level louds, at about 4 km,
and the CO2 band (hannel 6, band 6 hereafter B6, entered at 13.3 µm)
senses small partiles suh as fog, ash and low level louds, at about 3 km
5
.
The output of the detetor is proportional to the energy reahing the sensor
per unit time (radiane) that is equivalent to the brightness temperature.
If louds are not present during the night, the emission at B4 (10.7 µm)
reahing the satellite is not absorbed by the atmosphere so the measured
radiane values are due to the emission from surfae.
Figure 9.1 shows the area of the eld of view overing the sites interested
in this analysis. We have seleted a region of the image for downloading,
entered on eah site. For eah hour and for eah band we have proessed
data as following:
• Extration of 1◦ × 1◦ sub-matrix entered on the oordinates of eah
site, at 20:45, 23:45, 02:45, 05:45, 8:45 loal time for eah night.
5
http://goes.gsf.nasa.gov/
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• Computing of the mean matrix value at 20:45, 23:45, 02:45, 05:45, 8:45
of eah night and for eah site.
• The total number of images used in this analysis is NTot = 43200
9.2 Satellite night lassiation
We have seen in previous hapters that the satellite night lassiation is
based on the B4 band ux variability in eah month. We assume that the
maximum brightness temperature TMaxB in the B4 band ours if the night is
lear. This ours beause, when we have an optially thik loud in the path,
the brightness temperature deteted by the satellite drops aording to the
top temperature of the loud. The model is aurately desribed in Cavazzani
et al. ([2010℄) and Cavazzani et al. ([2011℄). We searh the maximum
brightness temperature TMaxB for eah month as the referene temperature.
Moreover we ompute for eah month a threshold as the statistial mode,
night by night, of just the dierenes of the brightness temperature at 23:45
and 8:45 (we have estimated that at these times we have the maximum and
minimum values of the brightness temperature). We dene 1σ value through
the formula:
Mode Night Satellite Temperature = 1σ = T 23:45B − T 8:45B
The nights are then lassied aording to the value of TB (see Table 4.3)
where TB ⇒ is the omputed mean brightness temperature of the 1◦ × 1◦
matrix at 20:45, 23:45, 02:45, 05:45, 8:45 for eah night and in the B4 band.
All the above desribed proedures were validated using the Paranal and La
Palma observing logbooks. Table 4 of Cavazzani et al. ([2011℄) shows the
results of the validation.
To have a more reliable omparison between satellite and ground based las-
siation we introdue the onept of a stable night. This onept takes into
aount all the seleted bands dening an atmospheri orrelation funtion
FC.A.(t) in the following way
FC.A. = Iλ3 − [Iλ6 − Iλ4 ] (9.1)
Where Iλ3 , Iλ4 and Iλ6 are the monohromati emission uxes from the
Earth surfae in eah band as reeived by the sensor. FC.A.(t) is a value
omputed for eah deteted hour and for eah night. We would say that
this model takes into aount auto-orretions of atmosphere: for instane if
two high layers have a positive osillation and one lower layers has an equal
magnitude osillation, but negative, the FC.A.(t) remains onstant. From the
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physial point of view this means that there are no relative hanges in the
atmospheri properties at the two layers, so they are aeted by uniform air
masses.
Considering the best t of the monthly plot of FC.A.(t) we obtain the lassi-
ation desribed in Table 4.3. With these denitions we obtain the fration
of lear and stable nights of the analysed sites as shown and disussed in the
following setions.
9.3 Sites analysis
In this setion we present the lassiation of the nights at eah site using
the ode desribed above. In order to have a more general information. The
results are ompared with literature data.
9.4 Izan˜a (Canary Island) site
The limate of all the Canary Islands, loated in north of the Tropi of Can-
er, is modulated by the Azores Antiylone. Izan˜a Observatory (IZO) has
an Atmospheri Researh Center (IARC) in the mountains of the island of
Tenerife. The limati harateristis of IZO are driven by the altitude. IZO
is loated at 2400 meters above sea level, higher than the quasi-permanent
temperature inversion layer assoiated to the trade-winds regime. The in-
version layer separates the moist marine boundary layer from the dry, free
troposphere. Table 9.3 shows the monthly distribution of temperature and
rain obtained using the Agenia Estatal de Meteorología (AEMET) database
to show the seasonal trend. The average of temperatures obtained on this
time baseline is 9.2◦C. In 2008 the mean annual temperature was 9.8◦C, while
in 2009 it was 10.2◦C. These two values are well above the mean values in
Table 9.3. Moreover we see that the preipitations our mainly in winter
time when Atlanti low pressure systems pass over the Canary Islands.
The rst evaluation of the available observing time at Tenerife, is by
Murdin ([1985℄) with 61% of photometri hours and 14% of spetrosopi
hours, omputed from February to September 1975.
The results obtained by our ode using the GOES 12 satellite data are
shown in Table 9.4, where we present the perentage of overed, lear and
stable nights for 2008 and 2009. The number of lear nights shows a large
variability over the two years, inluding the summer time, whih is a typially
dry period. Taking into aount the same period from Murdin, February-
September, we obtain from satellite 79% of lear nights for 2008 and 69%
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Table 9.3: Mean monthly temperature (1920-
2010),rain(1971-2000) and wind veloity at
Izan˜a (www.Izan˜a.org).
month Mean temp. Preipitation
(deg C) (mm)
January 3.8 86.6
February 3.9 64.3
Marh 5.3 65.0
April 6.8 25.6
May 9.3 13.7
June 13.2 0.5
July 17.4 0.4
August 17.4 2.4
September 13.6 14.8
Otober 9.7 36.0
November 6.6 50.0
Deember 4.2 73.4
for 2009, onsiderably higher values with respet to those of Murdin. Can
we asribe these dierenes to a yearly variability or to dierent evaluation
riteria?
9.5 S.Pedro Martir (Baja California) site
The seond site analysed is the observatory at San Pedro Martir in Baja
California, Mexio.
Tapia et al. [2007℄ give the results of more than three deades of site
haraterizations. This long statistial analysis of loud overage shows that
the fration of nights lost due to bad weather is about 21.4% in the period
July 1982 to Deember 2006. From January 1984 to Deember 2006, 64.1%
of the nights were of photometri quality and 80.3% were of spetrosopi
quality. The average relative humidity near the ground was 54% (Tapia
([1992℄)) with a large seasonal dependene. Spring and autumn are the best
seasons in terms of loudless and low humidity nights, while winter is aeted
by the tails of North Pai storms and mid summer is haraterized by a
mild monsoon season. The data are based on the 2.1m telesope observing
log. For the same site, Erasmus and van Rooyen ([?℄) found an amount of
useful time of 81.6%, obtained using the IR GOES satellite bands omputed
for the period June 1997 to May 1998, showing, for the same period, a good
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Table 9.4: GOES 12 night time lassiation at Izan˜a .
Izan˜a 2008 Izan˜a 2009
Month Covered Mixed Clear Stable Covered Mixed Clear Stable
January 39.9 6.3 53.8 48.3 34.2 14.2 51.6 50.8
February 21.8 5.6 72.6 62.1 30.6 14.5 54.9 49.2
Marh 33.8 9.0 57.2 47.6 27.8 11.1 61.1 54.9
April 9.3 2.9 87.9 79.3 10.7 12.9 76.4 66.4
May 5.6 7.0 87.4 74.1 9.1 18.2 72.7 68.5
June 0.0 4.9 95.1 93.1 16.7 7.6 75.7 66.7
July 3.4 4.1 92.5 78.6 11.0 9.0 80.0 76.6
August 10.9 7.0 82.1 81.4 8.6 8.6 82.8 72.9
September 30.9 9.2 59.9 59.2 34.9 16.6 48.5 45.0
Otober 9.2 6.9 83.9 78.2 20.1 10.9 69.0 67.2
November 27.3 10.5 62.2 53.8 20.3 16.1 63.6 59.4
Deember 42.6 11.5 45.9 41.0 51.1 19.9 29.0 27.7
Mean 19.6 7.1 73.4 66.4 22.9 13.3 63.8 58.8
agreement with the Tapia data (about ±5%). Using the weather station
installed at this site, we olleted temperature, wind speed and rainfall data
for the years 2007 to 2010 using the SPM weather Web-page
6
. Table 9.5
summarizes the monthly distribution of these parameters.
Table 9.6 shows the lassiation of the nights obtained using the GOES
12 satellite. For this site we also see a large variability for the two years. The
perentages of the nights are not very dierent from those obtained using the
ground based data. The satellite gives an additional 10% of lear nights.
9.6 S. Antonio de los Cobres (Argentina) site
S. Antonio de los Cobres is loated at 3600 m above sea level, and is loated in
the provine of Salta, 164 km away from Salta. Some limited meteorologial
data are available for the period 2001-2010, and the monthly values an be
found in the oial report of the two sites in Argentina ompiled by the
Argentinian and Brazilian parties (version 1.1, July 6 2011). On the basis of
the temperatures aquired at the meteorologial station of the Gendarmeria
National, whih gives the monthly averages over ten years (2001-2010), we
found that the maximum temperature ours in November (14.4
0
C) while
the minimum temperature ours in August (-7
0
C). From the GOES 12
satellite we obtain the perentages of available time presented in Table 9.7.
These results are almost in agreement with a similar analysis of Erasmus
6
http://www.astrossp.unam.mx/weather15/
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Table 9.5: Mean monthly temperature,rain and wind veloity at SPM of
the years 2007 to 2010. (http://www.astrossp.unam.mx/weather15/)
month Mean temp. Preipitation wind speed
(deg C) (mm) (m/s)
January 1.2 18.5 4.1
February 1.3 1.2 3.6
Marh 4.1 3.6 3.3
April 5.5 2.9 3.7
May 8.8 1.5 3.4
June 13.9 3.2 3.7
July 15.7 62.2 2.3
August 15.2 80.9 2.9
September 12.3 9.9 3.5
Otober 8.7 14.2 4.7
November 5.9 11.8 4.2
Deember 3.8 3.4 3.8
Table 9.6: GOES 12 night time lassiation at SPM.
S.Pedro Martir 2008 S.Pedro Martir 2009
Month Covered Mixed Clear Stable Covered Mixed Clear Stable
January 32.2 2.8 65.0 58.7 18.3 10.0 71.7 69.2
February 13.7 8.1 78.2 75.8 32.3 9.7 58.0 54.8
Marh 4.1 2.1 93.8 84.1 16.7 7.6 75.7 63.2
April 3.6 0.7 95.7 84.3 7.1 7.1 85.8 80.7
May 8.4 4.2 87.4 83.2 7.0 4.2 88.8 71.3
June 0.0 1.4 98.6 97.2 22.9 14.6 62.5 56.3
July 14.5 6.9 78.6 75.2 22.1 7.6 70.3 60.0
August 16.3 17.1 66.6 58.9 8.6 2.1 89.3 82.9
September 9.2 5.9 84.9 80.3 13.0 7.1 79.9 74.0
Otober 0.0 3.4 96.6 89.7 11.5 9.2 79.3 70.1
November 30.1 11.2 58.7 54.5 15.4 4.2 80.4 72.7
Deember 42.6 11.5 45.9 42.6 46.6 22.7 30.7 29.8
Mean 14.6 6.3 79.2 73.7 18.5 8.8 72.7 65.4
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Table 9.7: GOES 12 night time lassiation at SAC.
S.Antonio de Los Cobres 2008 S.Antonio de Los Cobres 2009
Month Covered Mixed Clear Stable Covered Mixed Clear Stable
January 67.8 13.3 18.9 16.8 25.8 24.2 50.0 47.5
February 15.3 16.9 67.8 56.5 28.2 14.5 57.3 54.8
Marh 10.3 15.2 74.5 66.2 27.8 20.8 51.4 50.7
April 6.4 9.3 84.3 72.9 7.1 9.3 83.6 72.1
May 7.0 4.2 88.8 76.9 4.2 2.1 93.7 72.0
June 13.9 9.7 76.4 67.4 13.9 6.9 79.2 63.9
July 0.0 2.1 97.9 74.1 26.9 19.3 53.8 49.7
August 3.1 3.1 93.8 76.0 7.9 8.6 83.5 65.7
September 6.6 13.8 79.6 64.5 8.3 10.1 81.6 65.1
Otober 39.7 5.7 54.6 49.4 20.7 10.9 68.4 60.3
November 4.2 14.0 81.8 72.0 12.6 21.7 65.7 49.7
Deember 29.5 21.3 49.2 47.5 42.6 12.1 45.3 41.1
Mean 17.4 10.7 72.3 61.7 18.8 13.4 67.8 57.7
and Maartens ([2001℄) using the GOES 8 satellite. They derive perentages
of 75% of lear time and 5% of partially loudy time at the oordinates of
Maon (Lat -24 37' Long -67 19'), for the period 1993-1999.
9.7 Satellite wind analysis
Analyzing the SAC site we notied strong utuations of the B3. In par-
tiular, we notied that sometimes the B3 value exeeded the B4 value (see
Figure 9.3). These episodes our only in rare ases at Paranal, although to
a lesser extent. From the Paranal Web-site we notied that a strong ground
wind orresponds to these events. For this reason we started a preliminary
study from the satellite wind analysis, using the B3 and B4 bands, for this
site whih we disuss in this Setion. We plan to improve this model in the
future using more data to detet the presene of dierent wind phenomena
aeting the results. In this thesis we present two dierent and preliminary
lassiations: a statistial lassiation based only on the trend of B3 and
B4 and a physial lassiation based on site harateristis (altitude, tem-
perature and satellite angle of view). The physial lassiation gives us the
opportunity to obtain an estimate of the wind speed. The wind model is
empirially alibrated using the data of Paranal obtained from the Web-site.
Figure 9.2 shows that the two sites lie at a distane of about 430km.
We stress that at the moment this is an empirial model. This means that
the results may be subjet to various interpretations: we observe large-sale
utuations and assume that they an ause the wind phenomena due to
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Figure 9.2: Paranal and SAC matrix (MIDAS-V Map). The geographial
proximity allows the same alibration of the empirial model.
the alibration done at Paranal. The utuation ould also our with other
loal phenomena due to the partiular topography of the site. Certainly
the utuation orresponds to fast temperature hanges at high altitude and
these variations ause winds at the ground for sites of Paranal and La Palma.
9.7.1 Statistial wind lassiation
Using the lassiation of the ESO Web-page
7
for Paranal we an do an
initial lassiation of the wind speed:
• Weak wind ⇒ v < 10m/s
Iλ4 − Iλ3 > 1σ
• Strong wind ⇒ 10m/s < v < 15m/s
0 < Iλ4 − Iλ3 < 1σ
• Extremely strong wind ⇒ v > 15m/s
Iλ4 − Iλ3 < 0
7
http://arhive.eso.org/asm/ambient-server
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Figure 9.3: Analysis of the brightness temperature May 2009 at SAC. The
gray ovals show perturbed points to be interpreted as windy episodes. Blak
ovals ontains points possibly orresponding to the extremely strong wind.
Tables 9.8 and 9.9 show the results of this lassiation applied at SAC
in 2008 and in 2009 respetively. Figure 9.4 shows the two years histogram
of this satellite analysis. July 2008 has been a very windy month followed by
May 2008 as shown in Figure 9.5 that plots the wind speed for the omplete
month of May 2008 at SAC.
9.7.2 Physial wind lassiation
We an also to evaluate empirially the wind speed that we present in this
Setion. Also in this ase the model is alibrated using the down-loaded data
from the Web-page of Paranal. The wind speed is alulated as a funtion
of the site altitude (h(m)) and the satellite angle of view (θ). The model
uses the exponential trend of the Kolmogorov theory of turbulene ombined
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Figure 9.4: Estimated distribution of the wind speed at SAC (2008-2009)
from satellite analysis. The gray bars show the monthly perentage of time
with little or no wind (v < 10m/s), the dashed gray bars indiate the monthly
perentage of time with strong winds (10m/s < v < 15m/s) and the blak
bars indiate the monthly perentage of time with extremely strong wind
(v > 15m/s).
Table 9.8: GOES 12 veloity of wind lassi-
ation at S. Antonio de Los Cobres (SAC)
2008.
Month Weak Wind Strong Wind E-Strong Wind
January 95.8 4.2 0.0
February 93.6 4.0 2.4
Marh 93.1 6.9 0.0
April 82.1 12.9 5.0
May 76.2 13.3 10.5
June 78.5 13.2 8.3
July 49.4 27.8 22.8
August 67.4 24.8 7.8
September 73.1 23.0 3.9
Otober 93.2 5.7 1.1
November 79.7 16.1 4.2
Deember 96.7 3.3 0.0
Mean 81.6 12.9 5.5
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Table 9.9: GOES 12 veloity of wind lassi-
ation at S. Antonio de Los Cobres (SAC)
2009.
Month Weak Wind Strong Wind E-Strong Wind
January 95.0 4.2 0.8
February 97.6 2.4 0.0
Marh 94.4 5.6 0.0
April 91.4 8.6 0.0
May 76.9 17.5 5.6
June 91.0 9.0 0.0
July 76.5 20.7 2.8
August 74.3 20.7 5.0
September 74.5 14.8 10.7
Otober 86.8 11.5 1.7
November 91.6 7.7 0.7
Deember 92.9 7.1 0.0
Mean 86.9 10.8 2.3
with the kineti theory of gases, and the wind veloity (expressed in
[
m
s
]
) is
obtained through the formula:
v =
√
e[
A
B/cosθ ]
(9.2)
where:
A =
Iλ4 − Iλ3
cosθ
+
{
|Iλ4 − Iλ3 |
h(m)
}
· Iλ3
cosθ
+
2h(m)
cosθ
and
B = |Iλ4 − Iλ3 |
We emphasize that the model was empirially alibrated. We note, how-
ever, that the equation 9.2 is based only on the altitude of the site and on
the satellite data. This allows us to estimate the wind speed without the
need of ground data.
9.8 El Leonito (Argentina) site
This site is loated in the San Juan Provine. It is near Casleo Observatory,
and lose to the El Leonito National Park. The Observatory has its own
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Figure 9.5: Figure shows the monthly trend of the wind speed
[
m
s
]
obtained
with the physial wind lassiation (May 2008 at SAC).
meteorologial station. The Web-page
8
shows the urrent data. Rovero et
al. ([2008℄) give the monthly mean values of the last 10 years derived from
the loal meteorologial station. Some of the most important meteorologial
data are given in Table 9.10. Table 9.11 shows the perentages of available
time from GOES 12 obtained for this site. We obtained an amount of about
71% of lear time, in good agreement with the perentage of 74% of observing
nights obtained by Rovero et al. ([2008℄) from the analysis of more than 20
years of observing nights.
8
www.asleo.gov.ar/weather/leoni_weather.htm
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Table 9.10: Mean monthly meteorologial parameters
Parameters Values
Mean temperature 5.5
0
C.(July) and 17.5
0
C. (January)
Maximum temperature 20.3
0
C.(June) and 30.5
0
C. (January)
Rel.hum. 27-43 % along the year
Rainfall 11-18 mm (Deember-Marh)
and 2-7 mm (April-November)
Wind speed 4.5-8.4 km/hr, mainly from SW (55 %)
and from SE (30 %)
Maximum wind speed 62-88 km/hr along the year
Hail 1-2 days/yr
Frost none
Lightning 6-8 days/yr
Maximum snowfall 30 m
Table 9.11: GOES 12 nights lassiation at Leonito.
Leonito 2008 Leonito 2009
Month Covered Mixed Clear Stable Covered Mixed Clear Stable
January 9.1 19.6 71.3 66.4 15.8 20.8 63.4 60.
February 27.4 9.7 62.9 62.1 13.7 6.5 79.8 67.7
Marh 17.9 2.8 79.3 73.8 13.2 12.5 74.3 72.9
April 17.1 8.6 74.3 72.1 1.4 4.3 94.3 83.6
May 15.4 7.0 77.6 69.2 38.5 23.8 37.7 34.3
June 15.3 6.9 77.8 72.2 27.8 7.6 64.6 56.3
July 37.0 5.9 57.1 55.6 13.8 13.1 73.1 62.8
August 21.7 12.4 65.9 58.9 27.1 11.4 61.5 58.6
September 35.5 7.9 56.6 54.6 20.1 14.8 65.1 58.6
Otober 9.2 6.3 84.5 77.6 33.9 9.2 56.9 50.0
November 5.6 7.0 87.4 86.7 16.8 6.3 76.9 65.0
Deember 9.8 9.8 80.4 78.7 21.3 7.1 71.6 59.6
Mean 18.4 8.7 72.9 69.0 20.3 11.5 68.3 60.8
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Chapter 10
Disussion of the satellite
haraterization
In our analysis we found that, with regard to the loud over and atmo-
spheri stability (Mean 2008-2009: 76.0% Clear, 69.6% Stable), the best site
is SPM. Then we have two sites to be onsidered on the same level: Izan˜a
and Leonito (respetively, Mean 2008-2009: 68.6% Clear, 62.6% Stable.
Mean 2008-2009: 70.6% Clear, 64.9% Stable). El Leonito has a uniform
distribution of the observation time, less inuened by the seasons ompared
to the Izan˜a. Izan˜a, on the ontrary has very stable summer months and
lower quality winter months (espeially in Deember and January). We also
notied that the statistis of only two years may be inuened by a par-
tiular month: for example Deember 2009, SPM Clear 30.7%; Deember
2009, Izan˜a Clear 29.0%; May 2009, Leonito Clear 37.7%; January 2008,
SAC Clear 18.9%. Figures 10.1 and 10.3 show the seasonal trends of the
lear and stable nights for the sites in the northern hemisphere and southern
hemisphere respetively. In addition Figures 10.2 and 10.4 show the sea-
sonal trends of the lear, mixed and overed nights for the same sites. The
anomalous months and the harateristis desribed above in these gures
are evident. We have to make omments regarding the site of SAC (Mean
2008-2009: 70.0% Clear, 59.7% Stable). SAC has generally a low over, but
it has bad months that are not always related to the seasons. Furthermore,
analysis of data showed strong utuations of the B3. These utuations
indiate the presene of large atmospheri airmass instabilities and may in-
diate strong winds as shown in Cavazzani et al. ([2010℄). In Setions 9.7
we have desribed an empirial proedure for the alulation of these winds
(Mean 2008, strong wind ⇒ 10m/s < v < 15m/s, 12.9%; extremely strong
wind ⇒ v > 15m/s, 5.5%. Mean 2009, strong wind , 10.8%; extremely
strong wind, 2.3%). This is onsistent with the fat that SAC is the highest
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Table 10.1: Satellite available nights for the andidate sites.
Izan˜a SPM
Clear Stable Clear Stable
2008 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009
Mean 73.4 63.8 66.4 58.8 79.2 72.7 73.7 65.4
Leonito SAC
Clear Stable Clear Stable
2008 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009
Mean 72.9 68.3 69.0 60.8 72.3 67.7 61.7 57.7
site (3600m).
Using GOES 12 satellite we have presented a homogeneous method in order
to obtain the amount of available time fration for four interesting sites for
astronomial instrumentation. In order to have a omplete analysis we have
also olleted meteorologial harateristis from literature. In this analysis
a wider spatial eld is used in order to redue the spatial noise: eah value is
the mean of 1◦× 1◦ matrix. The loud overage is obtained using the GOES
12 B4 band. Using the orrelation of the three bands, B3, B4 and B6, we
have omputed an atmospheri orrelation funtion as a further seletion of
the lear nights, and we have introdued the new onept of stable night.
The years 2008 and 2009 are analysed.
We found for the 2008 the following lear nights: 73.4% Izan˜a, 79.2% at
San Pedro Martir, 72.9% Leonito and 72.3 % SAC. For the 2009 we found:
63.8% Izan˜a, 72.7% at San Pedro Martir, 68.3% Leonito and 67.8 % SAC.
Instead, the number of stable nights for the 2008 is: 66.4% Izan˜a, 73.7% at
San Pedro Martir, 69.0% Leonito and 61.7 % SAC. For the 2009 we found
58.8% Izan˜a, 65.4% at San Pedro Martir, 60.8% Leonito and 57.7 % SAC.
The mean of the two years gives a perentage of lear nights of 68.6%
Izan˜a, 76.0% at San Pedro Martir, 70.6% Leonito and 70.0 % SAC, while
the mean of the two years gives a perentage of stable nights of 62.6% Izan˜a,
69.6% at San Pedro Martir, 64.9% Leonito and 59.7 % SAC.
Izan˜a shows a large variability of lear night in these two years, while the
perentage of stable nights is about 6.0% less that the lear nights. SAC
shows a large utuation in the onsidered years and the estimate of the
perentage of lear nights does not take into aount the wind speed (see
Setion 9.7).
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Figure 10.1: Distributions of stable and lear nights at S. Pedro Martir and
Izan˜a (2008-2009) obtained from GOES 12 satellite.
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Figure 10.2: Distributions of lear, mixed and overed nights at S. Pedro
Martir and Izan˜a (2008-2009) obtained from GOES 12 satellite.
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Figure 10.3: Distributions of stable and lear nights at Leonito and SAC
(2008-2009) obtained from GOES 12 satellite.
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Figure 10.4: Distributions of lear, mixed and overed nights at Leonito and
SAC (2008-2009) obtained from GOES 12 satellite.
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Chapter 11
Long-term analysis of
astronomial sites: a omparison
between polar and geostationary
satellite
In reent years, with the development of new telesopes projets, beomes of
great importane the study of loud over: in partiular for the seletion of
new sites as well as for the development of existing telesopes. At the mo-
ment there is a disussion on how to study the limati onditions. Mainly we
have two large data sets: satellite data and ground data, the two groups have
advantages and disadvantages. In this thesis we make an analysis of three
sites of great astronomial importane: Mt Graham, Paranal and La Silla.
We analyze in detail of the various data available, we ompare these data and
we seek a orrelation between them. In partiular, we fous on the long-term
study to have a statistial trend of limate hange. In detail, we use two
satellites: GOES (Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite) and
MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spetroradiometer). Finally we use
two ground data arhives: FriOWL and Wolfram Alpha. FriOWL is a Java
based Geographial Information System (GIS) using a global limati and
geomorphologial database while Wolfram Alpha is a omputational knowl-
edge engine. The use of suh data allows us a mutual validation of results,
moreover this analysis an be applied to eah site of the planet.
In this hapter we analyze three astronomial sites: Mt. Graham, Paranal
e La Silla see Table 11.1 and Figure 11.1. This analysis is divided into three
main steps:
1. We analyze the year 2009 at Mt. Graham and Paranal with GOES
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Table 11.1: Geographi harateristis of the analyzed sites and GOES12
satellite. The view angle is obtained through the formula θ =√
(∆LAT )2 + (∆LONG)2.
site LAT. LONG. Altitude View Angle
Km
Mt.Graham +32◦42′ −109◦52′ 3.267 47◦40′
Paranal −24◦37′ −70◦24′ 2.630 25◦00′
La Silla −29◦15′ −70◦43′ 2.347 29◦30′
GOES12 +0◦00′ −75◦00′ 35800
and MODIS data. We ompare these data and we give a monthly
orrelation oeient.
2. We do a long-term satellite analysis and we extrapolate a statistial
limate trend for Mt. Graham, Paranal and La Silla.
3. We ompare the obtained satellite results with the ground data pro-
essed by FriOWL.
The omparison with the various groups of data allows us to overome
the limitations of the individual analyzes. At the same time it helps us to
understand important features of the two satellites.
Speially, we desribe in detail a new model for the study of the GOES
weighting funtions, this helps us to know the observation altitude of the
satellite. We also provide a model to eliminate the noise due to the presene
of the sea in the eld of view of the MODIS satellite.
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Figure 11.1: Figure shows the loation of the analyzed sites. The box repre-
sents the eld of view of the GOES satellite (3D MIDAS map).
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Chapter 12
Satellite Data
In this thesis we use two satellites: GOES 12 and MODIS satellite. MODIS
(or Moderate Resolution Imaging Spetroradiometer) is a key instrument
aboard the Terra and Aqua satellites. Terra's orbit around the Earth is
timed so that it passes from north to south aross the equator in the morn-
ing, while Aqua passes south to north over the equator in the afternoon:
in our analysis we use Aqua MODIS. Terra MODIS and Aqua MODIS are
viewing the entire Earth's surfae every 1 to 2 days, aquiring data in 36
spetral bands, or groups of wavelengths. The loud over is analyzed with
the bands from 20 to 36 see Table 12.1. These data will improve our un-
derstanding of global dynamis and proesses ourring on the land, in the
oeans, and in the lower atmosphere. MODIS is playing a vital role in the
development of validated, global, interative Earth system models able to
predit global hange aurately enough to assist poliy makers in making
sound deisions onerning the protetion of our environment. MODIS has
a near-polar irular orbit at an altitude of 705 km. GOES band (see Table
12.2).
12.1 GOES data analysis
The model for GOES data analysis desribed in this thesis has been simplied
ompared to the model desribed in Cavazzani et al. ([2011℄). This model is
suient and more homogeneous for the omparison with the MODIS data
and on the objetives of this thesis. We extrapolate the threshold σ for the
lassiation and the orrelation from the thermal night exursion (between
the 23:45 and the 8:45 loal time). Then we onsider only the data of the
2:45 and we do the monthly trend. Finally, we lassify aording to the value
of TB:
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Table 12.1: MODIS bands. The spatial res-
olution of the bands is 1km.
Primary Use Band Bandwidth [µm℄
Surfae/Cloud Temperature
20 3.660 - 3.840
21 3.929 - 3.989
22 3.929 - 3.989
23 4.020 - 4.080
Atmospheri Temperature
24 4.433 - 4.498
25 4.482 - 4.549
Cirrus Clouds Water Vapor
26 1.360 - 1.390
27 6.535 - 6.895
28 7.175 - 7.475
Cloud Properties
29 8.400 - 8.700
Ozone
30 9.580 - 9.880
Surfae/Cloud Temperature
31 10.780 - 11.280
32 11.770 - 12.270
Cloud Top Altitude
33 13.185 - 13.485
34 13.485 - 13.785
35 13.785 - 14.085
36 14.085 - 14.385
Table 12.2: GOES12 bands and resolution at
Nadir.
Window Passband Resolution
[µm] [km℄
BAND1 Visible 0.55÷ 0.75 4
BAND2 Mirowaves 3.80÷ 4.00 4
BAND3 H2O 6.50÷ 7.00 4
BAND4 IR 10.20÷ 11.20 4
BAND6 CO2 13.30 8
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• TMaxB − TB ≤ 2σ =⇒ Clear
• TMaxB − TB > 2σ =⇒ Covered
So we have a single data for eah night and this an be lassied as lear
or overed. With this lassiation we an extrapolate the perentages of
monthly overage.
12.2 MODIS data
MODIS data are analyzed through Giovanni Interative Visualization and
Analysis Website
1
. This tool is designed for visualization and analysis of
the Atmosphere Daily Global Produts. Users an generate plots or ASCII
Output for Lat-Lon Map, Time Series, Hovmoller diagram, Satter Plot, and
Correlation Map. Animation is available for Lat-Lon Maps. The MODIS
Siene Team reommends MODIS Colletion 5.1 data be used for sienti
investigations. Also in this ase the data are lassied as Atmosphere Daily
Global 1◦ × 1◦ Produts. This means a single image per night of a 1◦ × 1◦
area.
12.3 MODIS data onversion
Giovanni Interative Visualization and Analysis Website gives the MODIS
results in terms of loud over perentage. To ompare and orrelate with
GOES data we do an expansion-translation and an inversion of the data. We
know that a high brightness temperature (BT) value orresponds to a low
perentage of loud over, then the minimum value of the MODIS loud over
orresponds to the maximum value of the GOES brightness temperature.
Due to this we an ompare the MODIS data with the GOES data through
the formula:
MODISTB = [(1−X)× E] + Γ (12.1)
where X is the MODIS perentage of loud over, E is the expansion
fator and Γ is the translation fator. While the expansion fator remains
onstant the translation fator hanges every month due to the seasonal
hanges in temperature.
1
http://dis.si.gsf.nasa.gov/giovanni
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Table 12.3: Table shows the results of loud over at Paranal in 2009
with MODIS satellite. We see the results of the three used matries
(100km×100km). The matrix number 3 observes only oean, the matrix
2, entered on Paranal, observes 50% sea and 50% oast and the matrix
1 observes only the Chile oast. The most reliable result and highly
orrelated with the GOES data is that of the matrix 1.
Paranal 2009 Matrix 1 Matrix 2 Matrix 3
Average 12% 49% 89%
12.4 MODIS oean ontribution
In this Setion we show that, if in the MODIS matrix we have a oean
portion, the results of the loud overed show a systemati error. We noted
that analyzing the data at Paranal the satellite gave us a loud over of about
50%. This result is in ontrast with all the analysis made for the same site.
The error lies in the type of bands used by MODIS for the louds analysis (see
Table 12.1). The presene of a oean portion observed at these wavelengths
involves an inrease of the water vapor perentage and the instrument used
for data analysis interprets this as an inrease in loud over. To onrm
this result, we do a hek divided into three main steps:
1. we onsider the site of Paranal and analyze three dierent matries
shifted in horizontal (see Figure 12.1)
2. we analyze the loud over for the year 2009 of the same matries.
3. we ompare these trends. Figure 12.2 shows the trend of these results
and Table 12.3 shows the average for the year 2009
It is evident that the presene of the oean introdues a systemati error
proportional to the water surfae fration present in the satellite eld of view.
Moreover, GOES and MODIS data are losely related at Mt Graham and La
Silla while at Paranal (Matrix2) there are several disrepanies between the
trends (see Figure 12.3). We note that some MODIS utuations is orrelated
with the GOES Band 3. In Cavazzani et al. ([2010℄) and Cavazzani et al.
([2011℄) we have shown that this band is not eient for the loud over
analysis. In fat it shows utuations during lear nights due to the presene
of winds or other meteorologial phenomena (e.g. fog or high humidity).
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Figure 12.1: Figure shows the topographial features of the Paranal site
(blak dot). We see in the numbered boxes the three used matries (100km×
100km) of the MODIS satellite. The matrix number 3 observes only oean,
the matrix 2, entered on Paranal, observes 50% sea and 50% oast and the
matrix 1 observes only the Chile oast.
12.5 MODIS analysis of 10 years at Paranal
and La Silla
In this setion we analyze and ompare the MODIS data of 10 years (2002-
2012) at Paranal (Matrix 1) and La Silla. We have a single point for eah
night. The mean of loud over for the 10 years are 12% at Paranal and 22%
at la Silla. In Setion 12.4 we have justied the displaement of the Paranal
matrix: from array 2 to array 1.
Figure 12.4 shows the omparison between the loud over at Paranal (Ma-
trix1) and La Silla. Top panel represents all the data of Paranal (gray trend)
and La Silla (blak trend): one night point for eah day of the 10 analyzed
years. We note the seasonal trend of the two sites due to the eets of the
monsoon limate. Following the arrow of the box we an see a zoom of the
year 2003. In the bottom panel we show the same data with the respetive
linear regressions:
rParanal : y = +1.209 · 10−5x+ 0.9425
rLa Silla : y = −1.069 · 10−5x+ 0.2323
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Figure 12.2: Figure shows the MODIS results of the three used matries for
the loud over in 2009 at Paranal. The top trend represents the results
of the matrix 3 and provides a mean loud over of 89%, the entral trend
represents the results of the matrix 2 and gives a mean loud over of 49%
and the bottom trend represents the results of the matrix 1 and gives a mean
loud over of 12%.
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Figure 12.3: Figure shows the dierenes between the GOES data and the
MODIS data entering both arrays on the Paranal site. The top trend shows
(a single night point 2:45 loal time) the results of the GOES band 4, the
entral trend shows the results of the GOES band 3 and nally, the bottom
trend represents the MODIS data (Marh 2009, Paranal). We note how the
data are not orrelated, and also as some B3 utuations are orrelated with
the loud overed deteted by MODIS satellite. These dierenes are redued
if we shift the MODIS matrix, that is, if we pass from the matrix 2 to the
matrix 1 (Figure 12.1).
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Figure 12.4: Figure shows the omparison between Paranal (Matrix 1) and La
Silla 2002-2012 (MODIS data). Top panel represents all the data of Paranal
(gray trend) and La Silla (blak trend): one night point for eah day of the
10 analyzed years. We note the seasonal trend of the two sites. Following
the arrow of the box we an see a zoom of the year 2003. In the bottom
panel we show the same data with the respetive linear regressions. We note
that the data give us an inrease in loud over at Paranal (gray line) and
a derease at La Silla (blak line). With a simple analysis we an estimate
that the two trends will be interseted in the year 2019.
We note that the data give us an inrease in loud over at Paranal (gray
line) and a derease at La Silla (blak line). With a simple analysis we an
estimate that the two trends will be interseted in the year 2019.
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Chapter 13
MODIS-GOES Comparison
In this hapter we ompare the results obtained with the analysis of the
GOES data with the MODIS data. Table 13.1 shows the omparison between
the GOES results and the MODIS results at Mt. Graham in 2009. In the
rst olumn we have the month, in the seond olumn the overage deteted
by GOES, in the third olumn the perentage of lear nights deteted by
GOES, in the fourth olumn the overage deteted by MODIS and in the
fth olumn the perentage of lear nights deteted by MODIS. The GOES
results orrespond to the analysis of a single night point (2:45 loal time).
Table 13.2 shows the monthly orrelation oeient at Mt. Graham in 2009.
Figure 13.1 shows the omparison between the GOES data (single night
point, 2:45 loal time) and the MODIS night data. We see two examples:
Marh 2009 and May 2009 at Mt. Graham. We note that the two sets of
data are related in terms of lear nights and of overed nights. While the
expansion fator E remains onstant the translation fator Γ hanges every
month due to the seasonal hanges in temperature.
Figure 13.2 shows the omparison between the annual trend of MODIS data
(blak trend) and trend of GOES data (grey trend) at Mt.Graham in 2009.
The dierene shown in gure highlights that the GOES data show the loud
over and the annual trend of temperature. Due to this the need to use
monthly thresholds for the GOES data analysis. We empirially varies the
translation fator to orrelate the two sets of data, then if the two daily data
have a dierene ≥ 2σ we onsider that the data is not orrelated. For this
analysis we assoiate the maximum error of one day for eah month (e.g.
January (1/31) · 100 = 3%). The mean puntual orrelation is (96± 3)%.
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Table 13.1: Table shows the omparison be-
tween the GOES results and the MODIS re-
sults at Mt. Graham in 2009. In the rst
olumn we have the month, in the seond ol-
umn the overage deteted by GOES, in the
third olumn the perentage of lear nights
deteted by GOES, in the fourth olumn the
overage deteted by MODIS and in the fth
olumn the perentage of lear nights de-
teted by MODIS. The GOES results orre-
spond to the analysis of a single night point
(2:45 loal time).
2009 GOES Mt.Graham MODIS Mt.Graham
Month Covered Clear Covered Clear
1 33 67 35 65
2 36 64 37 63
3 30 70 31 69
4 27 73 30 70
5 33 67 33 67
6 57 43 55 45
7 47 53 49 51
8 34 66 38 62
9 37 63 36 64
10 34 66 36 64
11 23 77 23 77
12 52 48 48 52
Average 37 63 38 62
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Figure 13.1: Figure shows the omparison between the GOES data (single
night point, 2:45 loal time) and the MODIS night data. We see two exam-
ples: Marh 2009 and May 2009 at Mt. Graham. We note that the two sets
of data are related in terms of lear nights and of overed nights.
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Table 13.2: Table shows the monthly orre-
lation oeient at Mt. Graham in 2009.
Month Puntual Correlation ǫMax
[%] [%]
1 93 3
2 93 4
3 97 3
4 97 3
5 97 3
6 97 3
7 100 3
8 97 3
9 93 3
10 93 3
11 97 3
12 93 3
Average 96 3
Figure 13.2: Figure shows the omparison between the trend of MODIS data
(blak trend) and trend of GOES data (grey trend). As we have shown
the mean puntual orrelation is (96 ± 3)%. The dierene shown in gure
highlights that the GOES data show the loud over and the annual trend of
temperature. Due to this the need to use monthly thresholds for the GOES
data analysis.
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13.1 MODIS and GOES long-term omparison
In this setion we analyze ten years for three sites with the MODIS satellite.
We do annual averages of day and night then we ompare these results with
the GOES results published in Cavazzani et al. ([2010℄) and Cavazzani et
al. ([2011℄). Table 13.3 shows this omparison. We see that there is no
orrelation between the day data and the night data: there are years in
whih the loud over is greater during the day than during the night and
vie versa. In addition, we note that the GOES data published in Cavazzani
et al. [2010℄ and Cavazzani et al. [2011℄ are in agreement with the results
from the MODIS satellite. The mean dierene between the perentages of
loud over during the night provided by the two satellites is 1.6%. Figure
13.3 shows the omparison between the loud over during the day (gray
trend) and the loud over during the night (blak trend) for the 10 years
analyzed at Mt.Graham. We an also see the respetive linear regressions:
gray line for the day data and the blak dashed line for the night data. These
trends show a derease in loud over during the last 10 years. Finally we
an see the omparison with GOES data trend (dark gray with triangles)
of the three analyzed years (2007 − 2008 − 2009): the dierenes with the
MODIS night data are ≤ 2%. The use of both satellites allows us to have
more information on eah site. The high obtained orrelation gives us a
mutual onrmation of the used models for the two satellites. Figure 13.4
shows the dierene between the GOES temporal resolution (top trend) and
the MODIS temporal resolution (bottom trend) Figure 13.4 also shows the
trend of the daily average of the GOES data (dashed trend). This dashed
trend is losely orrelated with the MODIS data. This fat justies the
statistial omparison between our previous models and the MODIS data
elaborated in this thesis. We an also note how a single night point an be
used for statistial analysis, but as this is insuient to analyze the temporal
evolution of a night. For example, if we onsider the night of 9 or 11 Otober
shown in the Figure 13.4, we see as the single point of a polar satellite is not
suient for a detailed analysis of the night harateristi.
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Figure 13.3: Figure shows the omparison between the loud over during
the day (gray trend) and the loud over during the night (blak trend) for
the 10 years analyzed at Mt.Graham. We an also see the respetive linear
regressions: gray line for the day data and the blak dashed line for the night
data. These trends show a derease in loud over during the last 10 years.
Finally we an see the omparison with GOES data trend (dark gray with
triangles) of the three analyzed years (2007 − 2008 − 2009): the dierenes
with the MODIS night data are ≤ 2%.
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Table 13.3: Table shows the MODIS results of 10 years for the ana-
lyzed sites. Table also shows the omparison with the results obtained in
Cavazzani et al (2010) and Cavazzani et al (2011). Table is divided into
three groups of 5 lines. In the rst line of eah group we give the studied
site, in the seond line we give the analyzed year, in the third line we
give the annual average of loud over during the day, in the fourth line
we give the annual average of loud over during the night and in the
fth line we give the GOES results of the loud over during the night.
Paranal
Year 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Average
MODIS Day 0.09 0.11 0.12 0.08 0.20 0.14 0.11 0.08 0.09 0.08 0.11
MODIS Night 0.09 0.10 0.14 0.09 0.14 0.09 0.11 0.13 0.16 0.15 0.12
GOES12 Night 0.15 0.09 0.10
La Silla
Year 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Average
MODIS Day 0.21 0.22 0.30 0.24 0.27 0.25 0.24 0.20 0.22 0.20 0.23
MODIS Night 0.20 0.23 0.26 0.21 0.25 0.19 0.22 0.19 0.22 0.19 0.22
GOES12 Night 0.30 0.18
Mt. Graham
Year 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Average
MODIS Day 0.37 0.41 0.43 0.40 0.44 0.38 0.36 0.34 0.30 0.30 0.37
MODIS Night 0.35 0.38 0.38 0.41 0.46 0.35 0.38 0.35 0.33 0.30 0.37
GOES12 Night 0.48 0.37 0.37
Figure 13.4: Figure shows the dierene between the GOES temporal resolu-
tion (top trend) and the MODIS temporal resolution (bottom trend) Figure
also shows the trend of the daily average of the GOES data (dashed trend).
This dashed trend is losely orrelated with the MODIS data. We an note
how a single night point an be used for statistial analysis, but as this is
insuient to analyze the temporal evolution of a night.
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Chapter 14
Conlusion
We have desribed in the rst part of this thesis a new type of analysis for
the sites haraterization.
We used data from two satellites: the geostationary satellite GOES 12 and
the polar satellite MODIS.
This analysis is divided into 6 main steps:
1. Collet satellite and ground data (see Chapter 1).
2. Analysis of satellite data (see Chapters 2 and 3): in this part we have
improved the previous models for the site testing.
We have introdued three main original ontributions, the remote sound-
ing of three bands with a detailed study of weighting funtions that
haraterize these bands.
In partiular, we have shown that these bands observed at a high alti-
tude (4000m).
Thanks to this hypothesis, we introdued the use of a 100km x 100km
matrix. The use of this matrix has been justied by the high orrela-
tion between it and the single pixel entered over the site (95%).
The matrix has allowed the redution of the satellite noise, the oppor-
tunity to observe the entire sky above the site inreasing the temporal
resolution of the model, and through the stadard deviation of its pixels,
has allowed us the detetion of subtle phenomena.
The third original ontribution was the introdution of monthly thresh-
olds instead of annual thresholds. This has redued the error due to
seasonal variations in temperature.
In addition, this threshold is extrapolated diretly from the satellite
data, then the model does not need additional measurements with bal-
loons, weather stations, et.
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Table 14.1: Satellite Mean Monthly Perentage (2007-2008-2009).
Paranal La Silla La Palma Mt.Graham Tolonhar
Clear Stable Clear Stable Clear Stable Clear Stable Clear Stable
Mean 2007 85 69 70 69 74 72 53 52 84 74
Mean 2008 91 70 82 73 71 69 65 61 89 80
Mean 2009 91 80 67 62 63 60
Table 14.2: Satellite Mean Monthly Perentage (2008-2009).
Izan˜a SPM Leonito SAC
Clear Stable Clear Stable Clear Stable Clear Stable
Mean 2008 73 66 79 74 73 69 72 62
Mean 2009 64 59 73 65 68 61 68 58
3. We have validated the model using Paranal and La Palma ground data.
We have made a puntual orrelation between the satellite image and
the orresponding ground data. We have obtained a puntual error
≤ 5% and a statistial error ≤ 2% for the analyzed sites.
4. Through this model, we analyzed 3 bands x (about) 5 images for eah
day x 365 x 2 (or 3) years x 9 Sites = about 100000 proessed GOES
images. Tables 14.1 and 14.2 summarize the obtained results.
5. Thanks to the remote sounding we extrapolated the atmospheri orre-
lation funtion. This funtion allows us the satellite sublassiation of
the stable nights (photometri nights) from the the lear nights (spe-
trosopi nights).
This funtion is related to the seeing and the wind at the ground. With
this orrelation we have desribed two empirial models for the satellite
measurement of the seeing (at Paranal and La Palma) and the wind
(at SAC): see Chapters 7, 8 and 9.
We did the validation with the ground data in the model for the seeing
measurement.
The wind model was alibrated with Paranal ground data and then it
has been applied at SAC. In fat we do not have any ground data at
SAC.
6. Finally, we analyzed MODIS data and we made a orrelation between
the two satellites: we have obtained a orrelation of 97% at Mt. Gra-
ham in 2009.
This result for a site that has various limati onditions has allowed
us to ross-validate the two satellites. A model that uses polar and
geostationary satellite data allows us to overome the respetive limits
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of the two groups of satellites. GOES has a high temporal resolution
while the MODIS eld of view overs the entire Earth's globe.
One MODIS disadvantage is that its data are provided as "blak box",
on the other hand the MODIS data analysis is very fast ompared to
the analysis of GOES images.
Thanks to this, in the last part of the thesis, we have made a long term
analysis (see Chapter 11). We have analyzed 10 years (2003-2012) at
Paranal, La Silla and Mt. Graham. This analysis showed a negative
trend in loud over at La Silla and Mt.Graham, and a positive trend
at Paranal.
In onlusion, the rst part of this thesis desribes a new model for anal-
ysis of Earth's atmosphere. This model has been used in partiular for the
loud over analysis, this is very important beause there are no meteoro-
logial database on the night loud over at astronomial sites and it's very
diult to separate the omponents of the infrared emission (oean, ground,
loud and atmosphere). The study of WFs ombined with the remote sound-
ing of the 3 bands has improved the infrared emission knowledge deteted
by satellites. Finally, the use of a matrix and the introdution of a auto-
alibrated monthly thresholds has redued the error ompared to previous
models for the site testing. In the future work we will analyze other sites and
we will implement the observation period for the long-term satellite analysis.
In addition, we will try to improve the semi empirial models for the seeing
and wind measurement. At the moment we only have physial hypotheses,
but in the future we will try to develop a robust physial theory for the
satellite study of the winds and the atmospheri turbulene.
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Part II
Photon Propagation Properties
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Chapter 15
Flutuations of Photon Arrival
Times in Free Atmosphere
In this hapter we alulate the delay of the arrival times of visible photons
on the foal plane of a telesope and its utuations as funtion of loal at-
mospheri onditions (temperature, pressure, hemial omposition, seeing
values) and telesope diameter. The aim is to provide a model for delay and
its utuations aurate to the pioseond level, as required by several very
high time resolution astrophysial appliations, suh as omparison of radio
and optial data on Giant Radio Bursts from optial pulsars, and Hanbury
Brown Twiss Intensity Interferometry with Cerenkov light detetors. The
results here presented have been alulated for the ESO telesopes in Chile
(NTT, VLT, E-ELT), but the model an be easily applied to other sites and
telesope diameters. Finally, we desribe a theoretial mathematial model
for alulating the Fried radius through the study of delay time utuations.
Several high time resolution instruments are able to measure the arrival time
of visible photons with an internal preision in the range 10 - 100 pioseonds,
and refer those arrivals to the ommonly used UTC sale with an auray
of the order of 500 pioseonds (see for instane, Barbieri et al. [2010℄ and
Naletto & Barbieri, [2009℄).
The step of referring the arrival times to UTC is usually done with the in-
termediary of time signals broadasted over radio frequenies (e.g. GPS,
GLONASS, Galileo GNSS), signals whih are very aurately orreted for
atmospheri propagation eets like ionospheri sintillation and wet tropo-
sphere refration. In the usual astronomial appliations, the arrival times
of optial photons are not orreted to the same auray.
The possibility to perform suh orretion is atually shown by aurate
laser ranging to geodeti satellites (reall that 1 nanoseond in vauum or-
responds to 30 m). For instane, Kral et al. ([2005℄) quote a preision of
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few pioseonds by taking into aount the atmospheri seeing. Moreover a
reent disussion has been performed by Dudy D.Wijaya and Fritz K. Brun-
ner ([2011℄) on the atmospheri range orretion for two-frequeny Satellite
Laser Ranging (SLR) measurements.
Motivated by our own very preise time measurements on elestial soures
with Aqueye and Iqueye ([2010℄ and Naletto & Barbieri, [2009℄), we have un-
dertaken the alulation of the delay and delay dispersion of visible photon
arrival times in the usual onditions prevailing in astronomial observato-
ries. In the rst step of our proedure, the Marini-Murray model (Marini &
Murray, [1973℄) is used to alulate the orretion ∆R to the optial path of
photons in air.
Through this alulation, the atmospheri refrative index n and a xed de-
lay time independent of the photometri night quality is derived. Then the
photon paths are orrelated with the astronomial seeing.
Through this relation we derive a statistial set of delay times as funtion of
the Fried radius r0 and telesope diameter. Finally, the dierene of these
delay times with the xed delay gives the utuations.
Reversing this model we also developed a theoretial mathematial model for
the r0 alulating through the observation of these utuations.
15.1 MARINI-MURRAYModel for the Refra-
tion Corretion
The Marini-Murray model is based on an expansion of hypergeometri fun-
tions (Marini & Murray, [1973℄). The model relies on hydrostati equilibrium
and the barometri equation. It onsiders a hydrostati water vapor distribu-
tion and the water vapor behavior suh as that of an ideal gas. The refration
orretion is given as a funtion of temperature, pressure, vapor partial pres-
sure, gravity aeleration and universal gas onstant. The model also inludes
the values of water vapor molar mass and air average molar mass. Finally
the refration orretion is alulated in relation to the Earth radius, the site
altitude and latitude. Through these parameters we an determine Optial
Path Length (OPL) orretion as desribed in detail below. Aording to the
original Marini-Murray model, the refration orretion ∆R = R1 − R (see
Fig. 15.1), is alulated as:
∆R =
f(λ)
g(φ,H)
 g1 + g2 + g3
sin(θω) +
g2
g1+g2+g3
sin(θω)+0.01

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where g1, g2, g3 and g(φ,H) are dened below, θω is angle of elevation,
φ is the latitude and H is the altitude of the observatory. The several terms
are dened as:
• g1 = 80.343 · 10−6
[
RG
Md·~g
P + (1− Mω
Md
) RG
4Md·~g
Pω
]
• g2 = 10−6
[
80.343·RG
RE ·M
2
d ·~g
2P · T ·K(φ, T, P )
]
+ 10−6
[
10−12 80.343
2
·2RG·P
2
4Md·~g·T (3−
1
K(φ,T,P )
)
]
• g3 = −10−6
[
11.3·RG
g(φ,H)·4Md·~g
Pω
]
where:
• g(φ,H) = 1− 0.0026 · cos(2φ)− 0.00031 ·H
• K(φ, T, P ) = 1.163− 0.00968 · cos(2φ)− 0.00104 · T − 0.00001435 · P
In the original model the funtion f(λ) was dened by with the following
formula:
f(λ) = 0.965 +
0.0164
λ2
+
0.000228
λ4
However, the refration index formula used in the original Marini-Murray
formalism is valid for a limited wavelength range (0.40µm÷ 0.60µm). This
is due to the model assumptions. For this reason, Ciddor ([1996℄) devised a
more rened model valid for a wider wavelength range (0.30µm÷ 2.00µm).
This rened model is desribed by the formula (Riepl et al. [2001℄):
∆R = fGr(λ)
 g1 + g2
sin(θω) +
g2
g1+g2
sin(θω)+0.01
+
g3
sin(θω)

(15.1)
where the dispersion formula, taken from Ciddor ([1996℄) normalized to
the wavelength of 0.6943µm, gives:
fGr(λ) =
k1(k0 + (
1
λ
)2)
(k0 − ( 1λ)2)2
+
k3(k2 + (
1
λ
)2)
(k2 − ( 1λ)2)2
(15.2)
The values of the involved a-dimensional onstants resulting from the
normalized dispersion formula are:
k0=238.0185, k1=205.0638, k2=57.362 and k3=5.944936.
In the formulae, T [K] is the temperature, P [mb] is the total pressure,
and Pω [mb] is the water vapor partial pressure, ~g = 9.784
[
m
s2
]
is the a-
eleration of gravity at the equator. The gas onstant is taken as RG =
8314.36
[
mJ
K
·mol]. The following moleular values are used:
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Figure 15.1: Optial path length (OPL) R and its variation∆R due to atmo-
spheri refration. R is the OPL in vauum, R1 is the OPL in atmosphere,
RE is the Earth radius whih the model alulates aording to the latitude,
θzen is the Zenith angle and H is the site altitude.
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• Mω = 18.016
[
g
mol
]⇒ Water vapor
• Md = 28.966
[
g
mol
]⇒ Air average.
Equation 15.1 lls the Marini-Murray simpliations with a hybrid ap-
proah in whih the dry and wet refration delays are treated separately.
15.2 Refrative Index and Delay Time Calu-
lation
Through the refration orretion path ∆R we an alulate, in a rst ap-
proximation, the mean atmospheri refrative index n1. In fat, we note that
the n1 utuation is of the order of 10
−9
for 1 ps (see Setion 16.0.5). If we
assume that n1 has a onstant distribution:
n1 =
OPL+∆R
OPL
(15.3)
where the geometri optial path length (OPL) is given by the formula:
OPL =
AA− SA
cos(θzen)
(15.4)
where:
• AA=Atmosphere indiative thikness (In this thesis we have onsidered
the AA = 10Km)
• SA=Site altitude
The refrative angle θ1 is then alulated as:
θ1 = arcsin
(
1
n1
)
With the value of the refrative index n1 the delay time t1 is alulated
through the formula:
t1 =
n1 ·OPL
c/n1
− OPL
c
(15.5)
where c is the veloity of light in vauum
(
c = 299792.458
[
Km
s
])
. Equa-
tion 15.5 allows us to alulate the propagation delay time in the atmosphere
as a funtion of the refrative index n, inluding the geometri eets.
The rst term in Equation 15.5 is the ratio between the geometri OPL and
the speed of light in the atmosphere. The main ontribution of the delay
time omes from the denominator of this ratio.
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15.3 Appliation of the model to ESO astro-
nomial sites for the delay time
In this Setion we alulate the delay time for the three Chilean sites of ESO
telesopes. Table 15.1 shows the sites harateristis. We assume an average
ground temperature of 288 K and an average ground relative humidity of 20%
for the three sites. Table 15.2 shows the obtained values from the simulation
(through the Equation 15.5) at dierent Zenith angles. The delay time is
alulated as a funtion of wavelength (λ = 0.632µm) and has been alulated
for a zenith angle ranging from 0◦ to 60◦. The data show the inrease of the
delay time with the θzen following the trend of the cos funtion. We note
that this delay does not depend on the telesope diameter and has variations
in the order of 10−2ns between Paranal and La Silla. These variations are
due to the dierene in altitude and geographial oordinates of the sites.
15.4 Calulation of the Fried parameter and
Seeing
The atmospheri optial turbulene introdues variations on t1 aording to
refration utuations. We now reall one of the main parameters of the
astronomial seeing, namely the Fried's radius r0, whih denes the average
size of the turbulent ell. This parameter will be useful to introdue the
onept of photons delay time utuations. Fried has shown (Fried, [1965℄),
within the limits of validity of the Kolmogoro law, that r0 is expressed by
the formula:
r0 =
[
0.423 · 4π
2
λ2
· 1
cos(θzen)
∫
C2n · dz
]
−
3
5
(15.6)
where C2n is the refrative index struture parameter:
C2n =
[
80 · 10−6P
T
]
· C2T
and the temperature struture parameter C2T (x) is dened through the
formula:
C2T (x) =
[T (x)− T (x+∆x)]2
∆x−
2
3
this parameter is expressed in (◦C)2 ·m− 23 and expresses the temperature
variations between two loations at a distane ∆x.
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Table 15.1: Geographi Charateristis of the Sites.
Site LAT. LONG. Altitude Telesope Diameter
Km m
La Silla −29◦15′ −70◦43′ 2.347 3.58
Paranal −24◦37′ −70◦24′ 2.630 8.20
Armazones −24◦35′ −70◦11′ 3.064 42.00
Table 15.2: Delay time vs Zenith angle for dierent sites (λ = 0.632µm).
We note that this delay time does not depend on the telesope diameter
and varies slightly with the loation of the site.
Zenith Angle (◦) 0 15 30 45 60
La Silla (ns) 15.53 16.24 18.58 23.14 30.72
Paranal (ns) 15.52 16.23 18.57 23.13 30.71
Armazones (ns) 15.52 16.23 18.57 23.13 30.71
15.5 Seeing eets on the images
The seeing produes sintillation, smearing and motion of the image. Roddier
(Roddier, [1981℄) has obtained the following approximate expressions for the
alulation of these three eets.
15.5.1 Sintillation
The image sintillation, as a funtion of C2n, in approximation is given by the
following formula:
σ2I
I
∝ D− 73 · 1
(cos(θzen))3
·
∫
C2n(z) · z2 · dz
where D is the diameter of the telesope. Sintillation however does not
aet the dispersion of the arrival times, and therefore is not taken further
into aount.
15.5.2 Image Smearing
The light from the point soure is spread over an area having a Full Width
Half Maximum (FWHM) given by:
FWHM = 0.98
λ
r0
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The value is in arcsec. The amplitude of this eet is independent of the
pupil diameter.
15.5.3 Image Motion
The motion of the image, as a funtion of λ, telesope diameter (D) and r0,
is given by:
σ2(x) = σ2(y) = 0.18 · λ2 ·D− 13 · r−
5
3
0 (15.7)
This motion is in arcsec, and an be expressed in linear units (meters)
by means of the formulae:
∆x = n1 · OPL · sin
√
σ2(x)
∆y = n1 · OPL · sin
√
σ2(y)
The latter eet is very important for the utuation of delay times. One
an alulate a new optial path as a funtion of this image motion, and then
a new delay time (See Figure 16.1). Figure 16.1 shows the optial path length
in vauum and the graphial representation (not to sale) of its variations.
We dene OPL1 = n1 · OPL and OPL2 = n2 · OPL, where n1 is alulated
using the Marini-Murray model (see Formula 15.3) and OPL through the
Formula 15.4. The dierene between the previously alulated time and
this new one gives the utuation. The total motion is given by the formula:
∆ =
√
∆2x+∆2y (15.8)
This motion is << OPL, then we an alulate the new OPL through
the formula:
OPL2 =
√
OPL21 +∆
2
(15.9)
where:
OPL1 = n1 · OPL.
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Chapter 16
Geometri and Physial Delay
Time Flutuation
In this hapter we alulate the delay time utuation. It is due to two
ontributions: one orretion is due to the hange in photon path (geometri),
and the other (physial) is due to the fat that the photon is traveling in a
medium where the refrative index is hanged. The delay time (t2,G(r0, D))
due only to the geometri variation of the OPL is given by:
t2,G(r0, D) =
n1 ·OPL2
c
− OPL
c
Through this new time we get the geometri utuation of the delay time
∆tG(r0, D):
∆tG(r0, D) = |t2,G(r0, D)− t1| (16.1)
Taking into aount that:
t1 =
n1 · OPL1
c
− OPL
c
we obtain the following formula:
∆tG(r0, D) =
n1
c
· |OPL2 −OPL1| . (16.2)
16.0.4 Physial delay time utuation
In this Setion, we alulate the delay time (t2,P (r0, D)) due to the physial
variation of the atmosphere. In the previous setion we saw how the OPL
hanges due to the atmosphere (image motion). The hange in OPL also
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indues a hange in the refrative index. In fat, utuations in optial path
length must orrespond to refrative angle variations. We an alulate the
refrative angle utuation assuming the atmosphere uniform distribution:
∆θ = arcos
[
OPL1√
OPL21 +∆
2
]
(16.3)
The orresponding atmospheri refrative index n2, obtained by Snell's
law, is:
n2(r0, D) =
n1sinθ1
sin(θ1 +∆θ)
(16.4)
This refrative index is a funtion of r0 and the telesope diameter(D).
16.0.5 Calulation of physial delay time utuation
With the value of the refrative index n2 (Equation 16.4) we an alulate a
new physial delay time as a funtion of the r0 and the telesope diameter
(D), through the formula:
t2,P (r0, D) =
n2 · OPL
c/n2
− OPL
c
where OPL is given by the Formula 15.4. Then, as in Setion 16, we
obtain the utuation due to this variation ∆tP (r0, D):
∆tP (r0, D) = |t2,P (r0, D)− t1| (16.5)
where:
t1 =
n1 · OPL1
c
− OPL
c
we obtain:
∆tP (r0, D) =
OPL
c
· ∣∣n22 − n21∣∣ . (16.6)
Through the Formula 16.6 we an estimate that a delay time utuation
of 10.0 ps orresponds to a refrative index variation ∆n of 3.3× 10−8. This
gives an idea of the error propagation.
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Figure 16.1: Shemati diagram of the OPL variation due to the image mo-
tion. Figure shows the optial path length in vauum and the graphial
representation (not to sale) of its variations. We dene OPL1 = n1 · OPL
and OPL2 = n2 · OPL. Considering the motion of the image σ << r0 we
an assume that relevant x and y refrative index gradients are unexpeted.
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Figure 16.2: Flutuation delay time as a funtion of the r0. This simulation
pertains to La Silla (λ = 0.632µm, Zenith angle = 10◦).
Table 16.1: Flutuation vs Zenith angle for dierent sites (λ = 0.632µm,
r0 = 15cm).
Zenith Angle (◦) 0 15 30 45 60
La Silla (3.58m) (ps) 9.8 10.4 12.4 16.9 27.5
Paranal (8.20m) (ps) 8.2 8.7 10.4 14.2 23.1
Armazones (42.00m) (ps) 5.8 6.1 7.3 9.9 16.2
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Figure 16.3: Delay time utuation as a funtion of the telesope diameter
and the Zenith angle variation (λ = 0.632µm, r0 = 15cm). The simulation
ompares La Silla (NTT), Paranal (VLT) and Armazones (ELT).
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16.1 Calulation of delay time utuations
Consequently, the total utuation of the delay time is the sum of the geo-
metri and physial omponent:
∆tF = ∆tG +∆tP
In this sum the physial omponent is larger than the geometri ompo-
nent of four orders of magnitude. Finally, we express this utuation through
the extended formula:
∆tF (r0, D) =
n21 · OPL
c
∣∣∣∣√2sin√K · λǫ ·D−αβ · r− γη0 − 1∣∣∣∣+
+
OPL
c
·
∣∣∣∣∣
[
n1sinθ1
sin(θ1 +∆θ)
]2
− n21
∣∣∣∣∣ (16.7)
where:
∆θ = arcos
[(
2sin2
√
K · λǫ ·D−αβ · r−
γ
η
0 + 1
)− 1
2
]
Substituting the onstants with these values (Roddier, [1981℄) K = 0.18,
α = 1, β = 3, γ = 5, η = 3 and ǫ = 2 we obtain the nal formula used in the
model:
∆tF (r0, D) =
n21 ·OPL
c
∣∣∣∣√2sin√0.18 · λ2 ·D− 13 · r− 530 − 1∣∣∣∣+
+
OPL
c
·
∣∣∣∣∣
[
n1sinθ1
sin(θ1 +∆θ)
]2
− n21
∣∣∣∣∣ (16.8)
where:
∆θ = arcos
[(
2sin2
√
0.18 · λ2 ·D− 13 · r−
5
3
0 + 1
)− 1
2
]
.
We note that this delay time utuation depends on the wavelength and
on the telesope diameter. In partiular, it also depends on the Fried ra-
dius, Figure 16.2 shows the trend of this utuation as a r0 funtion. The
simulation is done for La Silla (λ = 0.632µm, Zenith angle = 10◦).
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Figure 16.4: Delay time utuation as a funtion of the wavelength and the
Zenith angle variation. The simulation pertains to La Silla (D = 3.58m,
r0 = 15cm).
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Table 16.2: Flutuation vs Zenith angle for dierent wavelengths, La
Silla (D = 3.58m, r0 = 15cm).
Zenith Angle (◦) 0 15 30 45 60
λ = 0.416µm (ps) 10.1 10.7 12.7 17.4 28.3
λ = 0.632µm (ps) 9.8 10.4 12.4 16.9 27.5
λ = 0.799µm (ps) 9.7 10.3 12.2 16.7 27.3
16.2 Appliation of the model to ESO astro-
nomial sites for the delay time utua-
tions
In this Setion we apply the previously desribed model to the three Chilean
sites of ESO telesopes. We present the results obtained through the Formula
16.8. Table 16.1 shows the simulation results for eah site, in partiular the
utuations variation as a funtion of the telesope diameter. We note that
the utuation dereases with a larger diameter. In this ase, between La
Silla and Armazones telesopes the delay time utuations dereased of about
40%. Figure 16.3 shows the results of this model for eah site as a funtion
of Zenith angle.
Table 16.2 shows the simulation results for three wavelengths. In this ase
the simulation is done for La Silla. Figure 16.4 shows the Table 16.2 results
and Figure 16.5 is the zoom of these trends. In fat, we note that in the
range λ = 0.416− 0.799µm the utuation hanges only by 4%.
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Figure 16.5: Zoom of Figure 16.4.
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Chapter 17
Inverting the model to alulate
Fried radius
In this hapter, we reverse the Formula 16.8 in order to derive a mathematial
expression giving the r0 value from the study of the delay time utuations
(see Appendix 17.1). The r0 value is expressed as a funtion of the telesope
diameter (D), of the wavelength (λ) and of the variable (χ). This variable is
obtained through the observation of the delay time utuations and the n1
alulation. The model gives us the following formula for the Fried radius
alulation:
r0 =
∣∣∣0.54 ·D− 15 · λ 65 · arctg− 65 (χ1,2)∣∣∣ (17.1)
where:
χ1,2 =
−tgθ1 ±
√
tg4θ1(Z − 1) + tg2θ1 · Z
Z − tg2θ1
and:
Z =
c ·∆tF (r0, D) + n21 · OPL
n21 · OPL
Through this model we have a new way to alulate the Fried radius as a
funtion of the OPL and average refration index of the atmosphere. Table
17.1 shows a simulation for La Silla, the mathematial details are given in
Setion 17.1.
17.1 Reverse mathematial model
We start from Equation 16.8 relating the ∆tF (r0, D) to the Fried parameter
r0:
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Table 17.1: Simulation of the r0 alulation
through the delay time utuations for La
Silla (λ = 0.632µm, telesope diameter D =
3.58m).
Delay time utuation Fried radius
∆tP (r0, D) r0
ps m
27.0 5.0
18.2 10.0
10.2 20.0
∆tF (r0, D) =
n21 · OPL
c
∣∣∣∣√2sin√0.18 · λ2 ·D− 13 · r− 530 − 1∣∣∣∣+
+
OPL
c
·
∣∣∣∣∣
[
n1sinθ1
sin(θ1 +∆θ)
]2
− n21
∣∣∣∣∣
where:
∆θ = arcos
[(
2sin2
√
0.18 · λ2 ·D− 13 · r−
5
3
0 + 1
)− 1
2
]
(17.2)
In the ase of studying the delay time utuations for the r0 alulation,
the geometri delay time utuation beomes negligible.
Then we onsider the formula:
∆tF (r0, D) =
OPL
c
·
∣∣∣∣∣
[
n1sinθ1
sin(θ1 +∆θ)
]2
− n21
∣∣∣∣∣ (17.3)
we isolate the trigonometri funtions:
c ·∆tF (r0, D) + n21OPL
n21OPL
=
sin2θ1
sin2(θ1 +∆θ)
we substitute:
Z =
c ·∆tF (r0, D) + n21 · OPL
n21 · OPL
(17.4)
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Using the trigonometri addition formulas and parameters of the sin and
cos funtions we get:
(Z − tg2θ1)χ2 + 2 · Z · tgθ1χ+ Z · tg2θ1 − tg2θ1 = 0
where:
χ = tg∆θ (17.5)
and solving in the same variable we obtain:
χ1,2 =
−tgθ1 ±
√
tg4θ1(Z − 1) + tg2θ1 · Z
Z − tg2θ1
We now onsider the equations 17.2 and 17.5 obtaining the following
relationship:
∆θ = arctgχ = arcos
[(
2sin2
√
0.18λ2D−
1
3 r
−
5
3
0 + 1
)− 1
2
]
(17.6)
Finally, from equation 17.6 we expliitly the r0 value and we obtain the
following formula:
r0 =
∣∣∣0.54 ·D− 15 · λ 65 · arctg− 65 (χ1,2)∣∣∣ . (17.7)
17.2 Disussion of the results
We have shown in this thesis that the delay and dispersion introdued by
the terrestrial atmosphere in photon arrival times is signiant to the level
of tens of nanoseonds and tens of pioseonds respetively.
These values mean a severe degradation of the time tagging performanes of
modern astronomial detetors suh as the Avalanhe Photodiode (e.g. Bar-
bieri [2010℄ and Naletto & Barbieri [2009℄). Furthermore, they imply that
the very aurate timing signals available e.g. via radio signals by GPS or
other Satellite Navigation System are not exploited to their full extent in
the astrophysial eld, as instead is done in geodeti satellite ranging appli-
ations. The sienti results of very high time resolution astrophysis an
therefore be degraded by suh neglet. In partiular, the E-ELT will provide
a 25-fold inrease of photon ux over existing telesopes thus opening the
way to 'quantum' astronomy (e.g. Dravins et al. [2006℄). The algorithms
expounded in the present thesis overome these limitations.
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In Setion 17 we have desribed a theoretial mathematial model for alu-
lating the Fried radius through the study of delay time utuations. Table
17.1 shows the simulation results for La Silla. This is a ompletely new
method for the study of atmospheri turbulene, in future work we want to
orrelate the delay time utuations experimental data with the traditional
tehniques for the Fried radius alulation. This will allow us a broader view
of Earth's atmosphere and its inuene on propagation of photons.
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Chapter 18
Ground layer Laser Seeing Meter
The seeing alulation and its evolution during the night is a key point for
the operation of all new telesopes and adaptive optis systems. Currently
there are various instruments able to measure the seeing: for example the
DIMM (Dierential image motion monitor) and the MASS (Multi Aperture
Sintillation Sensor). This thesis desribes a new tool for loal ground layer
seeing measurement.
This has a dual purpose: ontinuous seeing alulation and a tool able to
study the atmosphere in a new way. In partiular, we want to derive the
Fried parameter r0 through a laser beam horizontal propagation. This is
a new way for the experimental study of low altitude atmospheri turbu-
lene and the physial priniples that desribe it. Finally, we desribe an
experiment to be performed at the Asiago Ekar Observatory with its possi-
ble appliations. The atmospheri turbulene is one of the main limitations
of the astronomial observations from the ground. At the moment the phys-
ial analysis of this phenomenon is based on the Kolmogorov theory study
([1941℄) and its subsequent developments. In astrophysis the study of tur-
bulene is losely related to the phenomena ausing perturbations on the
inoming wavefronts, generally alled "seeing". We now reall one of the
main parameters of the astronomial seeing, namely the Fried's radius r0,
whih orresponds to the equivalent size of the turbulent ell seen by an
optial instrument. It is well known that the astronomial seeing is very
often dominated by the turbulene near the ground, mixing layers with a
strong thermal gradient. The knowledge of the seeing ontribution of these
layers is fundamental for the design of modern telesopes and their adaptive
optis. It is also important to understand the statistial distribution of the
atmospheri parameters, suh as the seasonal trends, for the planning of the
adaptive optis (AO) systems operations. Up to know there are many stud-
ies on the vertial omponent of the optial turbulene distribution, while
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the data on the horizontal distribution are sparse. Masiadri et al. ([2002℄))
showed the nite size of horizontal turbulene layer. The measurement of the
horizontal omponent is also useful to haraterize site hosting telesopes of
large area to have ontinuum monitoring of the layer above the main mirror.
The measurement of the horizontal omponent is also useful to haraterize
sites hosting large area telesopes through a ontinuous monitoring of the
layers above the main mirror. The instrument desribed in this thesis is able
to obtain r0, due to the turbulene near the ground through a laser beam
propagation. The instrument an be used to obtain a diret measurement of
the optial turbulene strength aeting the telesope, to be ompared with
the r0 obtained by measuring the temperature gradient utuations. The
onept of horizontal turbulene is very similar to the vertial turbulene
onept. The main physial dierene is that the Fried's ell inreases its
diameter with inreasing altitude, while it remains virtually onstant along
horizontal paths. This makes the instrument highly sensitive to variations
of the ground layer. Through the omparison with the seeing alulated by
traditional methods, it will be possible to desribe a variety of turbulent phe-
nomena, in partiular the onnexion of the turbulene in the ground layer
to the turbulene in the layers at higher altitude. Finally, implementing the
instrument with detetors at high temporal resolution we an get useful in-
formation even for single photon propagation for both quantum astronomy
and new quantum tehnologies in general. Reent papers have shown that
the seeing an be alulated through the photon propagation properties in
the atmosphere (see for instane, Cavazzani et al. ([2011℄)). Knowledge of
the temporal behavior of the turbulene an be useful in order to inrease
the SNR in quantum optial ommuniation (Roberto Corvaja et al. ([2011℄)
and Ivan Capraro et al. ([2011℄)).
The main purpose of the instrument remains the physial study of turbulene,
in partiular the study of seeing.
18.1 Tool desription: Laser Seeing Meter
The instrument Laser Seeing Meter (LSM) is oneptually simple. It is
formed by two towers with mobile platforms. The height and distane of the
towers are indiative for the theoretial desription of the instrument. The
platforms are aligned with eah other: on one a laser transmitter is mounted,
and a CCD (Charge Coupled Devie) reeiver is plaed on the other (Fig.
18.1). Two temperature sensors are also mounted on the platforms. This
allows the alulation of the Fried's parameter in two dierent ways. The
tehnologial properties are desribed in detail in the Setion 18.9. Finally,
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we an equip the instrument with a weather station. This allows us to nd
any orrelation between the seeing and the main weather harateristi. Due
to the strutural simpliity of the instrument the seeing an be measured in
dierent plaes of astronomial interest. For example, we an measure the
dome-seeing and look for a possible orrelation with the ground layer seeing.
This study is very useful for the development of new tools for adaptive optis.
18.2 Fried parameter and seeing
Fried has shown (Fried, [1965℄), within the limits of validity of the Kolmogo-
ro law, that r0 is expressed by the formula:
r0 =
[
0.423 · 4π
2
λ2
· 1
cos(θzen)
∫
C2n · dz
]
−
3
5
(18.1)
where C2n is the refrative index struture parameter:
C2n =
[
80 · 10−6 P
T 2
]2
· C2T
where P and T are the atmospheri pressure and temperature, measured
in mBar and K. The temperature struture parameter C2T (x) is dened
through the formula:
C2T (x) =
〈
[T (x)− T (x+∆x)]2〉
∆x
2
3
(18.2)
this parameter is expressed in (◦C)2 ·m− 23 and expresses the temperature
variations between two loations at a distane∆x. The 〈〉 indiate an average
over time. The seeing produes sintillation, smearing and motion of the
image. Roddier (Roddier, [1981℄) has obtained the following approximate
expressions for the alulation of these three eets. The image sintillation,
as a funtion of C2n, in approximation is given by the following formula:
σ2I
I
∝ D− 73 · 1
(cos(θzen))3
·
∫
C2n(z) · z2 · dz
where D is the diameter of the telesope. The motion of the image, as a
funtion of λ, telesope diameter (D) and r0, is given by:
σ2(x) = σ2(y) = 0.18 · λ2 ·D− 13 · r−
5
3
0 (18.3)
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This motion is in arcsec.
The light from the point soure is spread over an area having a Full Width
Half Maximum (FWHM) given by:
FWHM = 0.98
λ
r0
(18.4)
The value is in arcsec. The amplitude of this eet for relatively long
exposure times is independent of the pupil diameter. We onsider the image
smearing of a horizontal laser beam to alulate the atmospheri r0. Then
we an alulate the value of the refrative index struture parameter C2n.
18.3 Inversion Model to alulate the Fried ra-
dius
We reall that the r0 is an atmospheri integrated measure. In this ase it
is alulated on the distane between the two instrument's olumns. The C2n
is then alulated aordingly on the same distane. Through the formula
18.4 we get the radius of the laser spot after the horizontal propagation in
the atmosphere:
RSpot = d · sin
(
0.98
λ
r0
)
(18.5)
where d is the distane between the towers. In this ase, we assumed a
point soure. If our laser beam has a diameter DL the radius of the laser spot
after the horizontal propagation in the atmosphere is given by the formula:
RSpot(DL) = d · sin
(
0.98
λ
r0
)
+
DL
2
(18.6)
Reversing the formula 18.6 we get:
r0 =
0.98 · λ
arcsin
[
RSpot(DL)−DL/2
d
]
(18.7)
Considering that the r0 is given by the formula:
r0 =
[
0.423 · 4π
2
λ2
· 1
cosφ
∫
C2n · dz
]
−
3
5
(18.8)
We an alulate the value of the C2n:
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Figure 18.1: The laser seeing meter onept: a laser beam is emitted by the
top of ∼ 10 m tower toward another platform hosting the detetion module.
A weather station reords the environmental data that are orrelated with
the beam spot measurement.
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C2n = 4.73 ·
λ2
4π2
· r−
5
3
0 · d−2 (18.9)
We have onsidered cos(φ) = 1 beause we are in a horizontal path.
18.4 Laser beam propagation
Now we have to isolate the ontribution due to the propagation harateristis
of a laser beam. Any beam propagates in vauum aording to the relation:
W (z) = W0[1 + (z/ZR)
2]1/2 (18.10)
where w(z) is the beam radius (to 1/e2 of the intensity on axis), W0 is the
beam radius at waist (z=0) and ZR is the Reyleigh length that denes near
and far eld respetively when z < ZR and when z > ZR. The Reyleight
range is dened as follows:
ZR = π(W0)
2/λ (18.11)
and the half angle of divergene of the beam in far eld an be obtained
from equation 18.10 when z >> ZR and results θ = λ/πW0. The two
parameter, λ and W0 dene all the harateristis of the beam.
18.5 Measurement of the Fried radius through
the LSM
Considering the Gaussian propagation the equation 18.7 beomes:
r0 =
0.98 · λ
arcsin
RSpot(DL)−DL2 ·√1+( dZR )2
d
 (18.12)
where ZR is dened by the formula:
ZR = π · (DL/2)
2
λ
Table 18.1 and Figure 18.2 show the results of a LSM simulation. We
alulate the r0 through the RSpot observation. This simulation is done with
the following parameters: transmitter laser diameter = 1cm, d = 200m and
d = 50m, λ = 0.632µm. We note as the r0 inreases with the derease of the
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Table 18.1: Laser seeing meter (LSM) simulation (Transmitter laser di-
ameter = 1cm, d = 200m and d = 50m, λ = 0.632µm). We alulate
the Fried radius (r0) through the laser spot radius (RSpot) observation.
We note that if the distane dereases (d = 200m → d = 50m) also the
RSpot variation dereases.
r0 (m) 34.77 29.76 24.96 20.10 14.99 10.08 5.00
RSpot d=200m (mm) 9.83 9.89 9.97 10.09 10.30 10.71 11.95
RSpot d=50m (mm) 5.48 5.49 5.51 5.54 5.60 5.70 6.01
RSpot. We also note as to derease of the distane (d) between the two towers
also dereases the instrument sensitivity. To inrease the sensitivity for short
distanes it is possible to inrease the transmitter laser diameter D. Figure
18.3 shows the simulation for two transmitter laser diameter D = 10cm and
D = 5cm. We note that if we have a larger diameter D it is easier to observe
its variations. These trends are related to the theoretial r0 variation from
5cm to 30cm.
18.6 Calulation of the r0 through C
2
T
We an alulate the C2T with temperature sensors mounted on the LSM
through the equation 18.2. Through the inverse equation 18.2 we an alu-
late the temperature variation average:
〈[T (x)− T (x+∆x)]〉 =
√
∆x
2
3 · C2T (x)
Table 18.2 and Figure 18.4 show the results of a simulation: d = 200m,
λ = 0.632µm and DL = 1cm. These values are related to the r0 variation
from 5cm to 30cm. We note that DL variations of the order of millimeters
orrespond to variations of the order of 10−3 oC degrees. This is an interesting
result beause it ompares for the rst time theoretial values of temperature
with the indued distortion of a laser beam for xed r0 values. Thanks to
experimental data of this new type will be possible to understand and explain
better turbulent phenomena.
18.7 Fante and Yura Model
If we take into onsideration the propagation through a random media suh
as the turbulent atmosphere we have to modify our model in order to take
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Figure 18.2: Laser seeing meter simulation (Transmitter Laser Diameter =
1cm, d = 50m and d = 200m, λ = 0.632µm). We report the values in Table
18.1. The blak line represents the RSpot variation with a distane of 200m
between the two towers. The gray line represents the RSpot variation with a
distane of 50m between the two towers. These trends are related to the r0
variation from 5cm to 35cm.
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Figure 18.3: Laser seeing meter simulation (Transmitter laser diameter D =
10cm and D = 5cm, d = 100m, λ = 0.632µm). The blak line represents
the RSpot variation with a transmitter laser diameter of 10cm. The gray
line represents the RSpot variation with a transmitter laser diameter of 5cm.
These trends are related to the r0 variation from 5cm to 30cm.
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Table 18.2: Comparison between the DSpot variations and ∆T (
◦mC)
temperature variations: d = 200m, λ = 0.632µm and DL = 1cm. In
the rst olumn we have the r0 xed values [cm], in the seond olumn
we have the DSpot variations [cm] and in the third olumn we the orre-
sponding ∆T values [10−3 ·◦ C].
r0 (cm) DSpot (cm) ∆T (
◦mC)
5 2.39 4.5
10 2.14 2.5
10 2.06 1.8
20 2.02 1.4
30 1.98 1.0
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Figure 18.4: Figure shows the trends of the values listed in Table 18.2. The
blak line represents the DSpot variation (Left axis of ordinates) in funtion of
the r0. The dashed line represents the ∆T variation (Right axis of ordinates)
in funtion of the r0.
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Table 18.3: Simulation with the three models for dierent values of the
Fried radius: d = 200m, λ = 0.632µm and DL = 1cm.
r0 (m) 5 7.5 10 12.5 15 17.5
RSpot(Fante) (mm) 9.74 9.59 9.54 9.52 9.50 9.50
RSpot(Y ura) (mm) 9.53 9.49 9.48 9.48 9.47 9.47
RSpot(Cavazzani) (mm) 11.95 11.13 10.71 10.46 10.30 10.18
r0 (m) 20 22.5 25 30 35
RSpot(Fante) (mm) 9.49 9.49 9.48 9.48 9.48
RSpot(Y ura) (mm) 9.47 9.47 9.47 9.47 9.47
RSpot(Cavazzani) (mm) 10.09 10.02 9.97 9.89 9.83
this into aount. This has been done by Fante ([1975℄) and subsequently by
Dios et al. ([2004℄) where they alulate the long terms (LT) beam radius
as a sum of two fators, the normal diration one (short term ST) and the
one given by the turbulene indued spreading of the beam:
W 2LT (z) = W
2
ST (z) + 2〈β2〉 (18.13)
where β2 is the seond order moment of beam displaement. Following
the work by Fante this formula yields the following for ollimated beams:
W 2LT (z = L) = W
2
0
(
1 +
L2
Z2R
)
+ 2 ·
{
4L
k0r0
}2
(18.14)
where k0 = 2π/λ and r0 is the Fried oherene length.
Another aepted approximation is related to the work by Yura [1973℄ for
the short-term beam spread:
W 2ST = W
2
0
(
1 +
L2
Z2R
)
+ 2
{
4.2L
k0r0
[
1− 0.26
(
r0
W0
)1/3]}2
(18.15)
valid when 0.26(r0/W0)≪ 1.
18.8 Comparison of dierent models
In this setion we ompare the models. The alulation of the spot radius is
done through the following formulas:
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Figure 18.5: Figure shows the trends of the values listed in Table 18.3 (d =
200m, λ = 0.632µm and DL = 1cm). We note that for short distanes our
model is more sensitive than the Fante's and Yura's models. This dierene
dereases with the inrease of r0. The gray line with triangles represents the
trend of our model, the dashed line with irles represents the trend of Fante
model and the blak line with rosses represents the trend of Yura model.
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Figure 18.6: LSM detetion module with the o-axis amera observing the
beam spot on a white sreen. A amera is used in order to estimate the beam
diameter.
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Figure 18.7: Alternative set up with a semitransparent sreen and the on
axis amera observing the transmitted beam spot.
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Figure 18.8: LSM detetion module equipped with a matrix of photodiodes
to detet and sample the impinging laser beam. A matrix of photodiodes is
used in order to estimate the beam diameter.
170
Figure 18.9: The estimation of the beam diameter is based on the average of
many spot diameter measurements.
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RSpot(Fante) =
√
DL
2
2(
1 +
d2
Z2R
)
+ 2 ·
{
4d
k0r0
}2
(18.16)
with the Fante model,
R2Spot(Y ura) =
DL
2
2(
1 +
d2
Z2R
)
+
+2 ·
{
4.2 · d
k0r0
[
1− 0.26
(
r0
DL/2
) 1
3
]}2
(18.17)
with the Yura model,
RSpot(Cavazzani) = d · sin
(
0.98
λ
r0
)
+
DL
2
·
√
1 +
(
d
ZR
)2
(18.18)
with our model. Table 18.3 and Figure 18.5 show the values of a simula-
tion with the three models for dierent values of the Fried radius: d = 200m,
λ = 0.632µm and DL = 1cm. We note that the model desribed in this arti-
le is muh more sensitive than the other models. One possible explanation
is that the two previous models are optimized for long distanes (of the order
of several Kilometers). Our model is extremely sensitive over short distanes
(e.g. d = 200m) and shows a signiant dierene ompared to the Fante's
and Yura's models. This dierene dereases with the inrease of r0. This
important result gives to the instrument a good theoretial sensitivity to the
ground layer r0 variations.
18.9 Detetion of Beam Diameter
In a setup where a laser is about 300 m away from a target, one an think
several possible way to detet its diameter. Sine the system is designed in
order to obtain a spot diameter of the order of 3-to 20 m, it is possible to
plae a white sreen and a alibrated amera in order to get an estimate of the
beam diameter as shown in Figure 18.6. The amera an be a standard USB
amera, with a frame rate of 30fps and standard exposure times sine the
laser used an provide enough power on suh short distane. The alibration
proedure is intended to i) avoid the tridimensional distortion due to the
amera position; ii) get the preise sale of the image and iii) get rid of
unwanted noise. Based on the exposure time used it is possible to measure
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the long exposure diameter or the short time diameter so appreiating also
the beam wander eet. The beam diameter is estimated as average of the
diameter along eah axes entered on the spot entroid (see Setion 18.10
and Formula 18.19). The preision of this method an yield results with 0.1
mm preision or more if more statisti is olleted.
The advantage of using a amera is the possibility of binning the detetor,
allowing dierent spatial sampling and fast exposures. A similar realization,
that allows to remove the problem of spot projetion is easily implemented by
using a tiny smeared out thin glass instead of the white sreen. The amera
is positioned along the laser beam axis beyond the glass and it observes
the transmitted beam spot, see Figure 18.7. Another solution that gives a
greater sensitivity is the use of a matrix of photodiodes plaed diretly on the
reeiving sreen as shown in Figure 18.8. In this way the beam prole ould
be reovered from the signal of the photodiodes. The aquisition eletroni
is a little more ompliated depending on the desired sampling frequeny,
but the photodiodes are almost ompletely free from readoutnoise. The
beam diameter is alulated by tting a gaussian prole on the beam spot
retrieved by the photodiodes. The preision is omparable to the previous
method as long as the beam that strikes the detetors is truly gaussian.
This approah, in addition, would eliminate the projetion eet suered by
the previous methods. The main drawbak of the photodiodes array is the
x plate sale, that one the photodiodes dimensions are hosen, it an't
be hanged without the use of optial omponents in the laser path. This
however should be avoided beause, espeially for large beam spot diameters,
the optial omponents would introdue aberrations and absorption. In terms
of osts this solution is more expensive than the set up equipped with a
ommerial USB amera.
18.10 Measurement of the laser beam diameter
Figure 18.9 shows a shemati example of the beam distortion aused by
atmospheri turbulene. In addition to the shape distortion we will also have
a phenomenon of sintillation but, for the theoretial model desribed in this
thesis, this phenomenon is irrelevant: the r0 measurement ours through
the average diameter alulation of the surfae on the sreen. Aording to
the theory of turbulene the atmosphere keeps onstant onditions for about
sixty seonds. With this assumption, for the turbulene study, it will be
suient to have surfae measures integrated on the order of seonds, while
for quantum appliations higher temporal resolutions are needed. We then
onsider the mean surfae of the spot A, the DSpot is alulated using the
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Figure 18.10: Top: oneptual laser seeing meter set up between the Shmidt
67/92 and 182 m Copernio domes. How it should look like one realized
(bottom).
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Figure 18.11: Top view of laser seeing meter; the laser beam propagates
between the two domes approximately along the EastWest diretion.
formula:
DSpot = 2 ·
√
A
π
(18.19)
The obtained DSpot will be used for the r0 alulation.
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Chapter 19
A Pilot Experiment
With referene to the above presented LSM onept we propose a pilot and
osteetive experiment that ould be arried out at the Asiago Ekar Ob-
servatory, Longitude 11◦34′08.42′′E  Latitude 45◦50′54.5′′N  Altitude 1366
m, to verify the likelihood of the model introdued in the previous setions.
A prototype of the LSM would be installed at Mount Ekar between the
Shmidt 67/92 and the 182 m Copernio telesope domes along the East
West diretion. The towers, hosting the transmitter (laser) and the reeiver
(detetor), should be about 10 meters high, in order to sound the portion of
the atmosphere's ground layer around the domes. The at plateau at the top
of Mount Ekar in EW diretion is about 30 meters and limits the distane
among the two towers to this upper value (see Figure 18.10). The separa-
tion an be extended if we aept to inrease the altitude of one of the two
towers, but sine the proposed model is sensitive over short distanes, this
range seems to be adequate to give rise detetable eets. The height of the
two towers prevents the laser beam from rossing spaes where the Obser-
vatory personnel operates and it doesn't interfere with the observations of
the two telesopes. The orientation of the LSM orresponds approximately
to the diretion of the prevailing winds (see Figure 18.11). The installation
of the LSM at Mount Ekar Observatory would ensure an easy and onstant
aessibility to the experimental set up for observations and maintenane
of the whole system. There is also an interesting onsequene in installing
the LSM lose to an astronomial observatory; the ontrol software of the
Shmidt and Copernio telesopes for system traking and image aquisition
performs an estimation of the PSF FWHM at rate of 1 Hz. This ontinuative
PSF sampling ould be reorded in a serendipity modality during the nights
of parallel astronomial observations and LSM operations. An oline data
analysis of the FWHM of the stars retrieved by the ontrol software of the
telesopes, would allow a rossorrelation with the LSM FWHM measure-
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ments. In priniple, this rossorrelation leads to a omparison between
the turbulene regime that develops along the horizontal diretion with that
orthogonal propagating upward toward the sky. Even if the stars FWHM
aquisition is subjeted to the sheduled observing program with variable
elevations depending on the observed objet, the orrelation is equally im-
portant and meaningfull sine it sounds a portion of the atmosphere rather
dierent from that explored by the LSM. In addition, the observatory has
a weather station equipped with an all sky amera
1
. These data provide
a omprehensive study of turbulene and how this is related to all weather
phenomena.
19.1 Conlusion
In this thesis, we have desribed a new tool for the r0 alulation for the
near ground layers through the propagation of a horizontal laser beam. The
instrument is also equipped with high-resolution temperature sensors. This
allows in theory a omparison between the two values: the r0 measured with
our model and the r0 alulated radius with the C
2
T (see Setion 18.5). The
value alulated through the temperature gradient is based on disrete data
and a theoretial model while the alulated value with the laser is based
on ontinuous data and requires more limited assumptions. This allows a
greater sensitivity to utuations and lead to a new study of atmospheri
turbulene. The platforms are mobile and this allows a laser tomography
of the low atmosphere. The thesis also ompares two models urrently used
to study the propagation of a laser beam to our model. Theoretially, our
model is more sensitive over short distanes, this of ourse remains to be ex-
perimentally tested (see Setion 18.8). Finally we propose a LSM prototype
to be installed at the Asiago Ekar Observatory in order to test the proposed
model (see Setion 19). A weather station will allow to study the orrelations
of the seeing eets with the major atmospheri phenomena: in partiular
wind and humidity. We plan to improve this model using satellite data. We
ould ompare the data obtained with the LSM beam with satellite data,
in partiular the seeing values (see for instane, Cavazzani et al. ([2011℄)).
This is a ruial step for the new site testing methodologies. Furthermore
this an be very helpful for sky observations as well as for free spae ommu-
niation, in partiular for quantum ommuniation where the knowledge of
the atmospheri ondition an yield to an improvement of the SNR either by
postseletion of the events that ome when there is lower turbulene or by
1
http://sirius.bu.edu/data/Asiago
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using the single detetor gate funtion to prevent the detetor to open when
turbulene is strong.
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